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1. Introduction  
 
”Why would I use a train, if I can fly?”  
– Man, Sweden 
This quote I heard from a young Swedish man in a Russian city called Irkutsk in July 2014. 
It’s a worthwhile argument considering that now in the days of cheap airlines it can be 
cheaper and easier to fly to a destination than to use other transportation. Who is willing to 
sacrifice valuable holiday time sitting for hours on trains and buses instead of already 
enjoying the main destination? Is there a possibility that travelling itself can be an equal part 
of the tourist experience or even the best part of the journey? Often the transport is seen only 
as a way of getting to a certain destination and as a so-called “necessary evil”. Still, a new 
interest for slow travel and tourism has currently emerged in the tourism research field and the 
consumer market. Slow travel is now perceived as an alternative way of travelling to the over-
consuming mass tourism, and it can be a key to more sustainable tourism, which also 
improves the quality of the tourist experience. (Conway & Timms 2010, Dickinson & 
Lumsdon 2010) Initially these questions and the idea of rethinking the travel experience made 
me address the themes of slow travel and train tourism in my thesis.  
The purpose of this master’s thesis is to understand the train travel motivations and 
experiences of international tourists on the Trans-Mongolian railway, and to discuss the 
connection between slow travel and train tourism in this case study area. The slow travel key 
dimensions will be reflected to motivations and experiences of the respondents. The fieldwork 
was implemented in June and July 2014 on the Trans-Mongolian railway from Moscow to 
Beijing. The nature of the study is qualitative and the methods used in the field were semi-
structured in-depth interviews, participant observation and sketch maps. I conducted nine 
interviews with single participants or pairs along the railroad, having 13 respondents in total. 
The interviewees were found on location, and the purpose was to interview international 
tourists on the Trans-Mongolian railway, who had come for the Trans-Mongolian experience. 
The background and the theoretical framework of this study is based on previous studies 
conducted on slow tourism and travel, also discussing train tourism and the connection of 
tourism to transport in general. The research approach is constructive, thus the aim is to 
understand and explain the motivations and experiences of the travellers. The empirical data 
collected in the field plays the leading role and it modified the research significantly. In the 
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end, the motivations and the actual train travel experience became the most important themes 
of this study.  
The fieldwork took place at the same time as the beginning of the crisis between Ukraine and 
Russia in June 2014. Despite the negative image of Russia in media, and also as a tourist 
destination (The Telegraph Travel 2014, YLE 2014), I decided to perform this study, hoping 
that the tourists had not cancelled their trips to the Trans-Mongolian railway. I was prepared 
that the politics would have an influence on the results or the research implementation; 
however the political subjects were discussed only remotely.  
Another issue that has to be taken into consideration in this research is the participant group 
context. Because the respondents were found with discretionary sampling and using the so-
called snowball effect, the participants were nearly of the same age and came from quite 
similar Western cultural background. Thus this case study will open up the minds of the 
young travelers of the 2010s what are their motivations, routes and experiences on the Trans-
Mongolian railway in the summer of 2014. It is certain that train travel involves various travel 
motivations and experiences, and this case study mainly reflects the experiences of tourists 
travelling for leisure and having a certain cultural background.     
In conclusion, my initial urge to address this subject was to find out the value of the travel 
experience itself, and secondly, to explore a more defined conception of slow travelling and 
how it is involved in train tourism. The amount of writings in the media (such as the travel 
magazines and quality newspapers) and travel marketing using the word slow seems endless, 
which is partly confusing, because the actual meaning and purpose of slow travel can be lost. 
There also exists several web communities respecting the slow tourism, for instance Lumsdon 
and Dickinson (2010) list 13 webpages in their groundbreaking book of slow travel. The slow 
tourism has gathered various meanings in these sources, besides the academic discourse, and 
descriptions of slow tourism have involved for example: “moving away from quick getaways” 
or “enjoying slow and low carbon”. (Dickinson et al. 2011) In this thesis I aim at discussing 
whether or not train tourism even answers to the present concept of slow travel. The growing 
impacts of tourism need more solutions, and understanding the tourist behavior is one key 
factor in diminishing the negative impacts. The field of research in tourism geography still 
remains destination-oriented, although transport and mobility of tourists have a huge impact 
on the whole tourist system. (Lumsdon & Dickinson 2010: 88, Page 2009) The experiences 
and spatiality of the actual travelling and transit-routes must be discussed evenly with the 
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destination impacts and experiences, and for these reasons I consider the subject of my thesis 
important. 
Next, I will introduce the background of the study and explain the concepts discussed, and 
afterwards I will present my research questions profoundly. 
2. Background of the study and the theoretical framework 
 
2.1. Tourism and terminology 
The significance of tourism is growing continuously; tourism produces economic, social and 
environmental benefits locally and internationally, but on the other hand tourism also causes 
various negative impacts from small communities to concerning the global scale. (Williams & 
Lew 2015: 4, Hall & Lew 2009) UNWTO (1994, cit. Williams & Lew 2015) defines tourism 
basically as persons travelling and staying in places outside their home environment for 
different reasons, for example for leisure and/or business. The key elements defining tourism 
are the temporally relocation of people, motivations causing travelling and the whole 
infrastructure that the tourism consists of, such as the transport, marketing systems and 
several services etc. (Williams & Lew 2015: 6) The definition of tourism has several issues to 
consider, and the conceptualization and terminology are some of the principal problems of 
tourism geography research (Page & Connel 2009), and these problems are also connected to 
my study. Multidisciplinary in tourism research is a strength, but it can also cause problems, 
because concepts and theories are adopted from different disciplines, for example from 
geography, sociology or economics. In this study the terminology is also an issue, and in 
tourism studies for example “sustainable -”, “alternative -” and “responsible tourism” are 
sometimes used to describe same phenomena. There is a lack of internationally agreed 
definitions and the terms in tourism are vague. (Page & Connel 2009) 
A tourist is defined as a person, who is taking a tour or a trip outside home environment, and 
usually returns to the starting point, which forms a circular route. (Williams & Lew 2015: 6)  
In this research I use the terms traveller and (international) tourist, and often the traveller is 
seen as synonym for tourist or defined as a person who is travelling or travels often. One type 
of tourist is the backpacker, a term that has evolved from the term drifter. The backpackers 
are usually defined as long-haul budget-travelers, and commonly known as young travelers 
with backpacks who are using lower budget. (Leppälä 2014, O’Reilly 2006) The backpacking 
culture has developed a lot in recent decade and achieved almost a mainstream status of 
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tourism, whereupon the terminology has expanded and nowadays nearly every traveler can be 
a “backpacker”. The recent researches have brought up new definitions, such as the 
flashbacker: a backpacker, who has a bigger budget than the regular backpacker, is equipped 
with more expensive travel equipment, carries a laptop or smartphone and stays in various 
accommodations, but is still participating the “mainstream backpacker culture”. The 
flashbackers can be also a bit older, for example in their 30s. Also the term backpacker plus 
has emerged, and those travelers are compared to flashbackers, but they travel shorter times, 
“only” weeks instead of months. Usually depending on how they receive annual holidays 
from work and other duties. (Hannam & Diekmann 2010)  
  
2.2. Transport and tourism 
 
Lamb and Davidson (1996 cit. Page 2009) claim that without transport many types of tourism 
would not exist. In tourism research the meaning of transport has been taken mostly for 
granted and it is mainly “a silent element”. (Page 2009) But the development of transport 
modes, technology and infrastructure have influenced on tourism and accessibility to 
destinations. (Page 2009: 3) Still, mainly the tourism research is focused on destination 
impacts and development, and the transit areas are neglected. (Page 2009, Dickinson & 
Lumsdon 2010) Dickinson & Lumsdon (2010) argue that mainly the negative impacts of 
tourism transport are discussed, although the development of transport improves accessibility 
and saves time. Climate change is one global environmental negative impact discussed in 
tourism transport impacts, and transport used for tourism causes most of the emissions of a 
tourist trip, approximately 50- 97,5 % of all the emissions, depending on the journey length 
and transport mode used. (Gössling 2002, Dickinson et al. 2011)        
 
There are several system models about tourism, and one of the best referred model in 
literature is Leiper’s (1990 cit. Williams & Lew 2015) tourism system (Figure 1). It is 
consisted of the tourist generating region and tourist destination region, where in between is 
the transit-route region and the departing and returning travelers.  Transport connects the 
destination and the generating region, thus the significance of transport modes and 
experiences play a significant role. (Page & Connel 2009) On the other hand some researchers 
see that the importance of the travelling experience and tourism mobility are only reduced to 
mean the transit-zones in these systems. Johnson (2010) argues that while destinations and 
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travelling itself are separated and given values, the destination is usually seen as the place of 
activity and the travelling part as the opposite. He claims that the travel part is too often seen 
as the “necessary but boring evil”.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Lumsdon and Page (2004: 5) discuss on transport for tourism and transport as tourism. 
Thinking about transport as tourism has not been that evident in tourism geography or 
transport research, but it suggest that the transport is an integral part of the tourist experience. 
Usually train travel, cruises, scenic car trails and thematic trails are seen as transport as 
tourism, and especially steam tours and vintage heritage tours in the train travel. (Page 2009, 
Lumsdon & Page 2004) The transport plays in different roles for the tourist; the extreme 
transport-tourist type is “the reluctant transport tourist”, who use the transport only for 
accessibility (e.g. flights, taxis, bus), and the opposite is the “active transport tourist”, for who 
the transport is desired and the route is planned by the tourist, e.g. hiking, cycling, undirected 
car travel. Train travel positions in between of the “active tourist type” and the “passive 
transport tourist type”; the transport experience is desired, but the route is usually designed by 
the provider. (Dickinson & Lumsdon 2010) 
  
There exists a small selection of researches related to the travel experience of the passengers, 
which are conducted on the train. I found out that another thesis was made about the Trans-
Mongolian railway focusing on the tourist perception and experience. In 2004 Manner 
examined research questions such as, “Why do the travelers want to travel through Siberia by 
train?” and “How is the train journey like?” in her thesis, which resembles this research, but 
excluding the slow travel context. The study proposed that the train travel experience and the 
length and time being on the train were essential factors in whole the tourist experience and in 
motivations, and also the famous reputation of the Trans-Mongolian railway was important 
Returning travelers 
Tourist 
generating 
region 
Tourist 
destination 
region 
Transit-route region 
Departing travelers 
Figure 1. The tourist system adapted from Leiper (1990) (Williams & Lew 2015) 
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for the travellers. The research was a grounded theory and mainly based on the semi-
structured interviews of Finnish travellers and surveys on the train. The slowness is discussed 
in the travel experience, but probably, because of the novelty of the concept “slow travel” it 
has not been linked to this study. Researchers Su & Wall (2009) studied the Qinghai-Tibet 
railway (from Beijing to Lhasa) mainly concentrating on Tibet as a tourist destination, but 
also on, what was the significance of the rail journey in the whole destination experience. The 
research was carried out with surveys and the nature of the study was quantitative. The 
research found out that the travel experience was an important part of the whole trip to Tibet, 
but still 85 % of the respondents claimed that the actual destination experience in Tibet was 
the best part of the trip. (Su & Wall 2008: 652) The third mobile research concerning train 
tourism was conducted by Johnson (2010), who studied the backpackers’ embodied practices 
and movements while travelling in trains. The research was qualitative and conducted mostly 
by very attentive participant observation in an ethnographic approach discussing micro- and 
macro-spaces of travellers. 
 
2.3. Train tourism and the train experience  
 
2.3.1. Train tourism 
 
Many European countries have an extensive railway network, such as the Netherlands and the 
UK. (Dickinson & Lumsdon 2010: 105) USA, China and Russia are the top three countries in 
the world according to the total route length of the railway network. (CIA: The World 
Factbook, 2014) On the other hand, some countries, like Iceland and Yemen, do not have any 
railway network at the moment. (Dickinson & Lumsdon 2010: 105) Figure 2 presents an 
overall map of the world railroads (used for passengers and freight), where can be seen that 
the European network is highly extensive. In Asia for example India, China and Japan can be 
noticed as significant railway countries, and they have the most passenger kilometers travelled 
annually. (Dickinson & Lumsdon 2010) Some areas with challenging environment for rail 
infrastructure, such as the Amazonia or the desert of Sahara, do not have a complete rail 
network.    
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Figure 2. The railroads globally, used for passengers and freight. (Data: ESRI and Natural 
Earth) 
  
The types of train services have also a meaning for train tourism, and they can be categorized 
by main purposes, speed and distances. (Dickinson & Lumsdon 2010: 105) Short-distance 
trains include the rural trains, which have an important tourist appeal, because usually the 
routes are scenic and have a nostalgic value. The long-distance trains also play a crucial part 
in tourism, and with those trains travellers can move in the range of 1000 km. Trains can pass 
several countries, for example in Europe, and offer sleeping carriages and move pass scenic 
landscapes. The long-distance high-speed trains (moving about 250 km/per hour) have 
increased too, for example in France and Japan. (Dickinson & Lumsdon 2010: 107) But there 
still remain long-distance trains that move slowly, like the Trans-Siberian and -Mongolian 
railway. Some of the railway routes are specially marketed for tourists, and heritage railways, 
like in Grand Canyon railway in Arizona, are described to have a special nostalgic value. 
(Dickinson & Lumsdon 2010: 107) 
 
There must be made a difference between the general train services and the train services 
especially marketed to tourists. Of course some general long-distance and regional trains have 
the touristic value, for example the Trans-Mongolian/Siberian railway. In Europe there exists 
the Interrail and the Eurail-pass, with which it is possible to travel e.g. with long-distance and 
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regional trains for a specific time within the Interrail countries, thus through this pass, the 
Interrail – train travel in Europe has accomplished a touristic value. For example on the 
Trans-Mongolian railway and on Interrail-travel tourists share their experience with the 
locals, commuters and domestic tourists, thus the travel happens “in everyday rail space”. 
(Jensen et al. 2015) The luxury train tours are train travel services that are specially marketed 
for tourists. The Orient Express from Paris (or London) to Istanbul is one of the best known 
nostalgic and luxurious train journeys. The golden era of Orient Express was in the 1920s and 
30s, but finally in 1962 the Orient Express was substituted with a standard train. (Page 2009: 
26) Nowadays the Orient Express is run by the Belmond travel agency. Luxury train tourism 
has increased and some of the most popular luxury train trips are: the Royal Canadian Pacific 
(in the Rocky mountains in Canada), the Grand Lux Express (USA), the Blue train (South-
Africa), The Trans-Siberian Express (provided by the Colden Eagle – company), the Ghan (in 
Australia from Adelaide to Darwin), the new Danube Express (in central Europe and provided 
by the Golden Eagle) and the Royal Scotsman (in the UK and provided by the Belmond-
company). (Page 2009: 26, The Golden Eagle Luxury Trains 2014, Belmond 2014) Despite 
the popularity of luxury train travels, Page (2009) has categorized train travel cost only from 
low to medium.   
There are different motivations for the tourists to travel by train, but the motivations are 
connected to the overall travel motivations. One significant motivation is the scenery and the 
gazing at the passing landscapes through the window. Some researchers have also marked the 
environmental reasons of choosing the train as travel mode. The trains are usually perceived 
as a green choice of travelling, but there are still questions, if train tourism is that 
environmentally friendly as it seems. The CO2 emissions depend on the train engine type and 
which fuel is used. (Dickinson & Lumsdon 2010: 115) For example many Russian trains still 
use diesel as main fuel (The Russian Railways 2014). There is also a debate, if travelling with 
high-speed trains is also slow travel. On the other hand, usually high-speed trains are modern 
technology, which might mean energy efficiency and the rails are electric without producing 
CO2 emissions. (Dickinson & Lumsdon 2010: 115) The transport mode choice is influenced 
by several factors, and Lumsdon & Page (2004) argue that the life cycle of a person (e.g. age, 
family status and previous travel experience), the subjective travel motivations, the role of 
transport for the individual tourist and the transport factors (e.g. cost and availability) 
influence on the decision of the transport mode. For example if the transport’s role for the 
individual is “full inhibitor” then the trip won’t be even performed, for example if the 
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transport mode is physically too challenging. If the role of the transport is “dominator of the 
experience” then the traveller usually chooses a mode of transport in which the travelling is in 
the leading role, such as cruises. (Lumsdon & Page 2004)   
2.3.2. The history of the train travel experience 
 
Before the time of airplanes and when the horse carriages changed to rail travel in the 1800-
century, the railroad travel was accused for destroying the scenic travelling and gazing 
landscapes while travelling. The speed of train was seen as the main reason for ruining the 
landscape gazing, and the passengers in the 19
th
 century compared the train to a bullet, and 
they felt that the speed foreshortened the landscape. (Schivelbusch 1996) The English writer 
John Ruskin wrote resentfully about the new travelling mode in the 19
th
 century: “It doesn’t 
matter, --, if you are blind or asleep, if you are intelligent or stupid. In the best case scenario 
what you can learn about the region you’re travelling through is the geological structure and 
features of the surface.”, thus the experiences produced by human senses were vanished from 
travelling and finally the size, shape, quantity and movement were the only features that could 
be distinguished from the landscape. (Schivelbusch 1996) The bitterness towards the railroad 
travel in the 19
th
 century feels quite absurd nowadays, when even faster transport modes, e.g. 
airplanes and high-speed trains, have been invented and today the train is seen as the slow 
transport mode compared to others. Later on in the end of the 1800-century there were travel 
stories that appreciated the view from the train, because the view was panoramic with ongoing 
chancing and surprising views. The prior up front view of horse carriages was replaced and 
the panoramic view became the new normative. (Schivelbusch 1996)   
The change of gaze brought new meanings for travel reading, which was already an 
established custom of travelling culture. The reading while travelling became even more 
popular with railroad travel, because the quickly chancing landscapes were replaced with the 
fantasy worlds of literature and reading was also an educational pastime. Already in the 1840s 
the English railway stations started to establish bookstores and special libraries. But the 
interesting fact was that mainly the bourgeoisie in the first and second class cabins spend their 
time reading while travelling. The third and fourth class passengers did not have the same 
urge for travel reading, because the travelling experience itself wasn’t seen as unpleasant. The 
lower class people did not have any other experiences of travelling besides train travel, 
whereas the upper class had to change their transport mode from horse carriages to trains. The 
third and the possible fourth class were open train carriages, and communicating with fellow 
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passengers was normal compared to the upper class. There are several travel stories from the 
19
th
 century that communicating with others during travelling dried up along with the change 
of the transport mode and some travel writers were even jealous about the joyful and chatty 
atmosphere of the third class, compared to the boredom of the elitist and quiet first class. 
Therefore the railroad travel was also accused for destroying the social interconnections 
between travelers and e.g. reading on board became a popular activity instead of 
communicating with others. Compared to the horse carriages, it felt unnecessary and awkward 
to be seated oppositely and to have a conversation in the train cabin with strangers. All in all, 
in the 19
th
 century the discussion about train classes was significant. (Schivelbusch 1996)   
Travel writer Eugene Manuel wrote in 1881 « Cette boîte obscure où j'ai dû me cloîtrer. », 
meaning that when travelling by train he felt trapped inside a box, where he could not get out 
and nobody could get in. (cit. Schivelbusch 1996) Until the 1860s the train carriages were 
mainly build in the way that passengers could only enter the cabin from outside and moving 
inside the train carriages and to other cabins was impossible. Comparing to the horse 
carriages, the passenger was not able to stop the train on the move and the fear was inflicted 
from the passengers lack of own ability to influence on the train ride. The carriages had 
differences in the USA and Europe, and already in the 19
th
 century the American carriages 
were open formed and the ideal was taken from a boat. (Schivelbusch 1996)  
The historical meanings of rail travel also influence on the train travelling nowadays and for 
example Urry and Larsen (2011) refer to the “romantic gaze”. Evoking nostalgia and living in 
the glorious past times can be achieved by travelling historical and famous train routes, for 
example China’s “Orient Express” or Zimbabwe’s “The African queen”. The nostalgia has a 
high connection with the imperialism and travelers visiting these routes can value the 
connection between the train and the “former imperial glory”. These luxurious train journeys 
included fine dinners and special services for travelers, but on the other hand travelling by 
train is also considered as hard work and sometimes even painful, nevertheless as rewarding 
in the end. The experience in Indian Railways in the “Mewar Fast Passenger train” from 
Ahmedabad to Jaipur was described in a travelogue very unpleasant and the stem engine was 
described as “a beast: big, black, unaesthetic and ungainly, leaking water, oil, grease, goo 
and scalding steam”. (Dann 1994: 778) Other stories also reclaim the uncomfortableness and 
the stressful side of train travelling. On the other hand some train journeys’ purpose is the 
pleasure, and for example in Jamaica the “Appleton Express train” offered the passengers lots 
of good food, music and plenty of rum, while the train ran through the remote districts. This 
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way the passengers can enjoy the train ride with a glass of rum without being bothered by the 
poverty surrounding. (Dann 1994) The train travel is an experience, not only a transition from 
place A to B. It involves symbolism that invokes the celebrated days of the past, and several 
heritage railways for example evoke this nostalgia. (Dann 1994) 
2.3.3. Train experience now 
The train travel experience has probably changed from the past, but the researches of train 
experience involve still the discussion of the tourist gaze for instance. To begin with, the 
concepts of space and place are well known in geography, for example Page (2009: 52) 
defines space as an area on the earth’s surface and place as “an identifiable position” on the 
earth’s surface, which is also socially and culturally constructed. (Williams & Lew 2015: 151) 
The concept of tourist place forms of what kinds of values we give to the place and which 
purpose the place should serve, for example is the place for leisure or a place of excitement. 
The tourist place is also made by activities that are seen as identifiable with tourism, and these 
“ritualized” practices strengthen the concept of the tourism place. (Williams & Lew 2015: 
150) For instance the Trans-Mongolian railway is a railroad serving transport for various 
passengers to get to specific destinations, but the tourist practices and behavior transform the 
train and the railroad also to a tourist place, thus the normal transport mode turns to a 
significant tourism place. The tour operators and organized journeys have also modified the 
railways to change as tourist places.  
The tourist place is also seen through “the tourist gaze” a concept presented by John Urry first 
in 1990. For Urry the conception of tourist experience comes visually and there is a difference 
of gaze in the everyday life compared to gazing landscapes on holiday. The gaze always 
contains personal and cultural values, and the travellers search environment that differs from 
the home environment. Nowadays the tourist gaze also involves other senses and embodied 
experiences, in which the tourist is also active. (Williams & Lew 2015, Urry & Larsen 2011) 
The embodied and physical sense are discussed in the travel experience, and for example the 
tourist gaze and the travel glance is discussed in train travel. (Urry & Larsen 2011, Larsen 
2010) The tourist body is also a moved body (e.g. moved by train) and there is a special way 
of seeing visually the landscape and the environment. It is discussed that the tourist gaze is a 
static way of looking and capturing certain images, but the travel glance is a term that is 
connected to the machines with speed (as the train), and in which the passing landscapes are 
seen in a more cinematic and mobile way. (Larsen 2010) Interesting question is that, how 
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sensory is the train travel experience or is it mainly focused on gazing out of the window and 
sitting on a comfy seat? Urry & Larsen (2011) mention that for example gazing landscapes 
from coaches can also be painful and physical, for example sitting hours in the same position. 
In a way the tourist is moved through the environment while travelling on train, but at the 
same time the train interior can represent the tourism place.   
Besides the experience on the actual train, rail tourism involves the stations as attractions too. 
The airports are located usually far away from the historical center of a city and also the 
railway stations built in the 19
th
 century were not in the central hub of the city. Later on, in the 
early 20
th
 century, railway stations as arrival places were appreciated, and for example the 
railway stations of Copenhagen and Helsinki are seen as “heritage attractions” too. (Orbasli & 
Shaw 2004) 
The perception and importance of distance connects significantly to tourist transport 
motivations and the experience of travelling, although the research of tourists perceiving 
travel distances has been quite minimal. The distances have become even more significant for 
travellers, because the accessibility has improved by transport development and even long 
journeys can be accomplished relatively easily. Distance can be measured physiologically or 
relatively, but in tourism distance can also be perceived as an experience. (Larsen & Guiver 
2013) Regarding this study, the distance as an experience arises as an important theme, and in 
the research of Larsen & Guiver (2013) travellers brought up the significance of the journey 
itself from home to the destination and crossing a distance, for example stating “I like the 
feeling of moving” or “—the journey becomes part of a holiday”, thus distance is important 
for journeys in which the actual travelling part and movement are significant and even 
attractions. The journey was seen as “transition” to another place and going across a distance, 
which involves the change of the physical and cultural environment too. Besides the actual 
travel, the distance brings the difference of culture compared to home region and travellers 
want to go more distant places to experience a different culture. (Larsen & Guiver 2007)             
 
2.4.  Slow travel and tourism 
 
The basis of this research is tied to the concept of slow tourism and travel. In this chapter I 
will explain the concept of slow tourism and travel, and discuss the previous studies of slow 
tourism and travel.  
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2.4.1. Ground definition and the roots of slow travel and tourism 
 
“In essence it is about slowing down, travelling shorter distances and enriching the travel 
experience both en route to and at the destination.” (Lumsdon & McGrath 2011: 265)  
 
Slow tourism and travel in these terms have been mainly studied in the latest decades and in 
the 21th century, whereupon it’s an incoming field of study. (Noor et al. 2014) Nevertheless 
travelling slowly is not a new innovation, because before the time of airplanes, cars and trains, 
travelling was intrinsically slow of course. Also, it should not be forgotten that everyone does 
not have the chance to use more advanced transport, and the “walking world” is everyday life 
in some developing countries for instance. (Lumsdon & Dickinson 2010: 78) In academic 
discourse the slowing down in tourism was mentioned already by Krippendorf in 1987 (cit. 
Markwell et al. 2012: 227), who discussed the tourism impacts and was worried how we can 
continuously “run faster and faster” in the context of tourism. In the end of 1980s started 
emerging the concepts of “ecotourism”, “alternative tourism” and “sustainable tourism” and 
in general these concepts wanted to challenge the mass-tourism and discuss the impacts of 
tourism, which had been growing since the Second World War with the economic growth. 
(Markwell et al. 2012: 227)  
 
Basically slow tourism and travel are defined as travelling and holidaymaking, which value 
enriching the experience of the tourist and having minimized impacts for the destination and 
the local community. Enjoying the travel experience itself as a part of the holiday and slowing 
down mentally and physically while travelling are significant values in slow travel, and for 
this reason the transport mode is one of the key elements. Exploring the local culture and 
learning from the locals in the destination are appreciated, and experiencing the sense of place 
is a part of immersing to the local culture.  Slow tourism and travel are considered to lead to 
more sustainable tourism with environmental benefits. (Dickinson & Lumsdon 2010) Gardner 
(2009) remarks in her “Manifesto for slow travel” some important dimensions of slow travel, 
which are for example: avoiding the aircraft, locality and engagement with local culture, 
“seeking opportunities by seeking out the unexpected” and she points out that the journey 
itself is intrinsic to the tourism experience.  
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Formerly slowness wasn’t appreciated, and Fullagar et al. (2012) note that slow meant “one’s 
inability to “keep up” in the competitive spheres of work and leisure”. Still, at least our 
Western society represents mainly the efficiency, speed and performing as good values. The 
roots of the slow tourism and travel are connected in multiple trends and movements. The 
Slow Food movement was initiated in 1989 in Italy, and with slow food emerged the concept 
of slow travel and tourism. The Slow Food movement wanted to challenge the idea of 
McDonaldzation and the fast-food culture, and it wanted to offer people better gastronomic 
experiences. (Conway et al.: 362, Fullagar et al. 2012: 3) “The Slow Movement” is only one 
organization promoting slow initiatives, and there exists several web communities for 
instance. In slow travel is emphasized the connection to the place, the local people and culture 
of a destination, and it suggests avoiding the mass-tourism destinations and exploring the 
place beyond “the tedious pressures of standard tourism”. (Slow movement 2014) Besides 
this definition, slow tourism and travel have also other values. Slow tourism is seen as an 
alternative for the over-consuming mass-tourism and it provides environmental benefits. 
(Conway & Timms 2012, Conway et al. 2010, Lumsdon & McGrath 2011) While mass-
tourism promotes increasing the numbers of the tourists, slow tourism focuses on the quality 
of tourist experience with sustainable principals. (Conway & Timms 2012)  
 
The roots of the concept of slow tourism is also connected with pilgrimage and the Grand 
Tour travels. (Dickinson et al. 2010: 282) Pilgrimage is defined as “A journey resulting from 
religious causes, externally to a holy site, and internally for spiritual purposes and internal 
understanding” (Barber 1993, cit. Collins-Kreiner 2010). Nowadays pilgrimage can be also a 
“modern secular journey” and it has created routes of tourism, for example the pilgrimage to 
Santiago de la Compostela has experienced a revival in the past years. (Collins-Kreiner 2010) 
What slow travellers and pilgrims have in common is that they want to temporarily get out of 
the oppressively paced society and to have distance to the modern lifestyle; travel represents a 
way to be released from ‘fast world’s’ obligations and commodities, such as email, smart 
phones (Howard 2012: 12) and probably also social media. The Grand Tour was a phase of 
tourism beginning from the 1700 century, when young upper class men travelled around 
Europe, focusing mainly on Italy. The journey could last from months up to years and it 
performed as an important rite and an educational form of travelling for the aristocratic young 
men. After the industrialization in the 1800-century in Europe, the middle class men also 
begin travelling the Grand tour and it came affordable for others too.  (Towner 1985 cit. Von 
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Buch 2007) Especially the learning of culture “en-route” resembles the values of the slow 
travel.    
 
The researchers have tried to enlighten the terms of slow tourism and travel, but the definition 
stays blurry, although the key elements are becoming more evident. The terms slow tourism 
and slow travel are both used in the field of tourism research, and sometimes those are seen as 
“interchangeable” terms. (Dickinson et al. 2011: 283) Nevertheless Conway and Timms 
(2010) argue notably that it’s important to separate these terms, and see the difference of slow 
travel and slow tourism. Slow travel concentrates on the tourist perception and demand-side 
of the journey, thus the slow paced journey and the travel experience are prioritized. (Conway 
& Timms 2012: 366) Slow tourism considers more the supply-side, and is not focused only on 
the tourist experience. It promotes the benefits that the slow tourism can also bring to the local 
stakeholders and to the destination. (Conway & Timms 2012: 367) In this research I focus on 
the term “slow travel”, because of the observation of tourist motivations and experiences, and 
I mainly use this term. 
 
2.4.2. Key dimensions of slow tourism and travel 
 
Lumsdon and McGrath (2011) argue in their conceptual framework study that the slow travel 
has been researched by approaching from different angles and from different “lines of 
thoughts”. They divide the research approaches into four dimensions and on the basis of the 
literature I’ve also added a fifth dimension. In this study I’ve called these strands of research 
as the key dimensions of slow travel, because reflecting to the literature these strands work as 
the values and themes of slow travel and enhance the most important topics of this 
phenomenon. These themes have initiated the interview questions themes and in the 
discussion section these key dimensions are reflected to the respondents’ motivations and 
experiences of the Trans-Mongolian railway. Here are the five key dimensions:  
  
1. Slowness and the value of time 
2. Locality and activities at the destination 
3. Mode of transport and travel experience 
4. Environmental consciousness 
5. Spontaneity and seeking out the unexpected 
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Slowness and the value of time 
Slowness is seen as an antithesis for speed. The bestseller author Carl Honore wrote about 
slowness, and he clarifies (2004 cit. Howard 2012) that slowness isn’t about doing everything 
concretely very slow, instead it’s ‘doing everything in the right speed’. The meaning is to find 
the value of time and to appreciate it. The pace in travelling has a significant meaning. 
Peculiar to travelling is that the traveller moves in different pace and rhythm, for example 
sometimes as a tourist you will be lining to enter some attraction for hours and maybe 
afterwards you will be hurrying to make the bus. Molz (2009) has studied the media 
representations of different paces in tourism. The TV-program called “The Amazing Race” is 
the ultimate declaration for the value of speed in travelling. The point of this reality TV-show 
is to travel around the world in teams performing different tasks as fast as you can. The 
legendary novel of Jules Verne “Around the world in eighty days” can also be connected to 
this idea of speed and travelling around the globe as fast as possible. These kinds of “fast-
travel” can be seen as the opposite for slow travel. The slowness in travelling involves also 
getting rid of the modern day commodities and breaking free of the hectic lifestyle, and it 
might contain introspection and self-development, as in the pilgrimage (Howard 2012: 12) 
The slowness is opposite to the fast lifestyle, and the philosophy appreciates the quality of the 
tourist experience, but also the slowness of transport mode is pointed out, and slower modes 
of transport (e.g. train & cycling) make possible enjoying the landscape. The slow travel 
concept also discusses travelling less and not too far, but staying longer and taking the time in 
the destination. Some slow travellers might be recovering from hectic life, and seeking for a 
pause. (Dickinson & Lumsdon 2010) The slowness also links to the actual slow transport 
mode, which makes it possible for example to glance the passing landscapes. Anyhow 
slowness or fastness isn’t only about the concrete speed per se, rather it’s about the mindset 
and value of time. 
 
Locality and activities in the destination 
The studies concerning interest in locality in slow tourism are mainly destination based 
studies and mainly related to the slow food concept and cultural heritage. (Lumsdom & 
McGrath 2011) The immersion to the local culture is seen important, and the tourist can 
engage to the culture and the place by learning languages, having local gastronomic 
experiences, meeting the local people and having social interactions. (Gardner 2009, 
Lumsdon & Dickinson 2010) Also the term “place” and the interaction with the place is 
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mentioned in previous literature of slow travel, thus the “sense of place” concept known from 
geography is important. The encounters on route and using local transport improves the 
connection to the place, for example through railway stations and choosing a certain 
accommodation. (Dickinson & Lumsdon 2010) Also in the research of Dickinson et al. (2011) 
the cycling travellers felt that they were more connected to the local people and the place, 
compared to travelling with the car. Pearce (2011) stated for example that “WOOF”-
travelling, which means voluntary working while travelling in a local farm for instance, could 
be linked to slow travel.  
 
Travel experience & mode of transport 
In this study the travel experience and the chosen mode of transport play important roles, 
because the study was conducted on the Trans-Mongolian railway and Lumsdon and McGrath 
(2011) discuss the dimension of the travel experience and mode of transport as the most 
essential parts of slow travel. (Noor et al. 2014) The transport used while travelling is seen as 
one of the key aspects in slow travel. Lumsdom and Dickinson (2010) argue that cycling, 
walking, using busses, coaches, trains and boats are the slow travel transport modes, and the 
slow pace and low carbon emissions in transport modes are preferred. There lies still an 
argument if high-speed trains or car-based tourism is slow tourism. The carbon emissions are 
bigger per person in car travel than with coaches and trains for example, but on the other hand 
car travelling and different road trips allow spontaneity and possibilities to go to variety of 
places, even in remote destinations. For example O’Regan (2012) discusses hitch-hiking in 
the context of slow travel and it can be understood as an alternative mobility culture, where 
the traveler instructs its own freedom and rhythm of mobility. Not all slow travel transport 
modes work purely in a low carbon way. For example in kayaking and cycle tourism usually 
the equipment has to be moved to the destination location by cars or even airplanes. 
(Dickinson & Lumsdon 2010)  Regarding to train travel, some train routes have to be 
accessed first by flying. The travel experience itself has an intrinsic value concerning the 
whole tourist experience, and the difference of the travel and the destination experience is 
toned down. Still the destination and the travel experience are meant to be seen as equal, and 
slow travel involves the whole experience. The slow travel experience is described as a type 
of tourism experience, where the concept of place is important, because of the slow pace in 
travelling through landscape (Pearce 2011: 150-153) and also the travel glance discussed 
before is important for the travel experience. Dickinson & Lumsdon (2010) also mention the 
“embodied experience” of transport, which involves getting to know the local transport and 
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e.g. having social interactions with fellow passengers, locals and tourists. These encounters 
bring unforgettable moments (Dickison & Lumsdon 2010), although sometimes it is not the 
easiest way to travel.  
 
Environmental consciousness  
Lumsdon and Dickinson (2010) refer to slow travel as low-carbon tourism, and the transport 
mode is one key factor, because as discussed before, the transport sector is responsible for the 
biggest part of tourism’s CO2 emissions. In the slow travel context is promoted travelling less 
distant, staying longer and reducing carbon emissions (Dickinson et al. 2011), and these are 
discussed in the traveller behavior point of view. Many actions to preserve the sustainability 
of a tourist destination are targeted to the supply side of tourism (Dolnicar et al. 2010), 
although the tourist behavior makes a huge impact. This point of view argues that the 
ecological footprint of the tourist is a “personal characteristic”, which is modified by behavior 
of the tourist. It’s also presented that a demand-driven approach may offer new solutions for a 
more sustainable tourism management and the knowledge of environmentally friendly tourists 
(not only concerning ecotourism). Concerning tourist behavior the impacts of transportation 
should be issued more. (Dolnicar et al. 2010) In the research of slow travellers and cyclists by 
Dickinson et al (2011), the travellers felt awkward talking about the carbon emissions of 
airplanes, although they were still going to fly in the future. The interviewees had several 
reasons for flying and some participants emphasized that there are no others choices, for 
example if there are only bad connections with other transport modes. In the chapter 2.5.3 I 
will discuss more about how the slow travellers are divided into groups by environmental 
consciousness. It is also relevant to point out that going on a holiday using non-carbon 
transport modes, like kayaks or cycles, does not directly mean that the whole trip is non-
carbon. The equipment (e.g. bicycle) can be transported to the destination by other transport 
modes, such as the airplane or car. (Dickinson & Lumsdon 2010)     
 
Spontaneity and seeking out the unexpected  
The spontaneity is not mentioned as one of these research strands in Dickinson’s and 
McGrath’s (2011) conceptual framework, but the theme of spontaneity and flexibility in slow 
travelling is referred continuously. Gardner (2009) referred to “seek out the unexpected and 
make the best of missed connections”. Thus the spontaneous attitude in travelling also refers 
to flexibility of changing the plans while travelling and the spontaneity is connected to the 
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idea of having time for changes. Taking time for the trip makes possible doing decisions in 
that moment and for example staying in a place for longer if needed. Everything does not 
have to be decided beforehand and the “must-see” attractions aren’t obligatory for the tourist. 
(Slow Movement 2014) The spontaneity is important for the slow travellers using bicycle as 
the transport mode, and it allows stopping the journey if an interesting place is seen, but 
experiences of train travellers were not that spontaneous, and for example in a train package 
tour longer stops were too difficult to re-schedule. (Dickinson et al. 2011) The aspect of 
spontaneity is not as researched as the other key dimensions in the slow travel context, but in 
this thesis I also aim to examine how flexible are the Trans-Mongolian railway travellers and 
how the spontaneity is seen in train travel. 
 
2.4.3. Slow tourism in destination developing and the criticism of slow tourism 
 
Slow tourism has been scarcely studied in the destination point of view, and how it can be 
used to developing, branding and marketing a tourist destination. Heitmann et al. (2011) 
argues that using slow-title can bring to destination “quality tourists” and “quality tourism 
development”. Conway & Timms (2010) discuss the possibilities of slow tourism in re-
branding the tourism in the Caribbean, especially promoting tourism in the remote islands. 
Slow tourism can mitigate the unevenness of tourism in Caribbean region and bring other 
options for (and besides) the basic sea, sun and sand - tourism, which has also negative 
impacts on the locals. Slow tourism can offer guidelines to marketing and support the small-
scaled and local tourism service providers. (Conway and Timms 2010) Noor et al. (2014) 
discuss travelling by train in the Peninsular Malaysia and if the rail journey can be a part of 
the rural tourist experience in Malaysia. “Slowness” has also been used in branding the Alpine 
region destinations in Switzerland, for example having events promoting cycling and 
slowness of life. (Matos 2004) “Timeless-hotels” are also mentioned in the study of Matos 
(2004), but actual activities concerning slow tourism in these hotels are lacking and the 
research doesn’t tackle very profoundly the issue how these travel services use “slow 
tourism”. Using slow tourism and travel in branding can be challenging and the word “slow” 
is sometimes used in every meaning without a real sense.  
 “—or a couple from England desires to ride the Trans-Siberian railway – for example – such 
‘slow travel’ can all be arranged with a few clicks of a mouse” (Howard 2012: 12)  
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There are also reasons to criticize the concept of slow tourism and travel. The latter quote is 
one example how the definition of slow tourism/travel is still under discussion. As in the 
example of those “timeless-hotels” in Switzerland, is the word “slow” only an insignificant 
expletive without a tangible meaning and a passing trend of tourism marketing? There is the 
possibility that slow tourism is only one more alternative name for adventure tourism or 
ecotourism for example. The title “slow” in branding can make more difficult in keeping the 
actual characteristics of slow tourism and sometimes the word slow is compared even to 
“backwards development”. (Heitmann 2011)  Fullagar et al. (2012) argue that it’s naïve to 
think that the slow tourism is a straightforward answer to the impacts, what the constantly and 
globally growing tourism brings. Slow tourism and travel might bring different options in 
tourism mobilities, contribute the discussion of sustainable tourism and affect the tourist 
behavior. (Fullagar et al. 2012: 5) Also adapting the slow travel principles in tourism might 
lead to more community-based tourism for example. (Heitmann 2011) 
All in all, I have discussed in this chapter the previous research on slow travel and tourism, 
and as mentioned the slow travel is an incoming field of study. The literature is strongly 
contributed by the researchers L. Lumsdon and J. Dickinson at the moment, and they have 
also created grounding research. Their point of view is strongly tied to the environmental and 
low carbon angle, and there is the risk of having a biased view of slow travel.. In the next 
section I will move on defining briefly the tourist behavior context, discussing the motivations 
and the structure of the tourist experience.   
 
2.5. Tourist behavior context: the tourist motivations and the tourist experience  
 
2.5.1. Tourist motivations 
 
Why people travel has discussed the research field of tourism for a long time, and there 
probably exists as many motivations to travel as there exists individual persons, some tourists 
search for relaxation and some for adventure. As before mentioned the one element involving 
to the concept of tourism is the travel motivations, which set in motion the tourists and are an 
essential part in explaining the whole tourist system. Why people travel is very significant for 
basically understanding the experience and the geography of tourism. The motivations and 
expectations of people explain the spatial patterns of tourist mobility, and the images of places 
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highly affects the tourist behavior. The tourist places offer symbolic and representational 
meanings, which effects on the individual perception and attraction, and therefore the concept 
of place is an important factor in motivations. (Williams & Lew 2015:152) The past literature 
of tourist motivation theories is divided into the need-based motivation, value-based 
motivation and benefits sought/realized motivation theories (for example Iso-Ahola 1982), 
and there also exists several other motivation explaining studies. (Kay 2003) In my thesis I 
will concentrate only on few strands of the theoretical framework of tourist motivations. The 
need-based motivation theories are well discussed in the literature, and for example Maslow’s 
work is well known in the field. Maslow’s hierarchy of needs (1943) (Table 1.) is one of the 
fundamental theories for understanding the tourist motivations and it is still revised 
nowadays. According to Maslow there exists a need to escape temporally the routine, 
familiarity of life and the home environment, and those “needs” arise, when individuals try to 
sustain “the homeostasis” in their lives, which means a certain type of balance. There exists 
five needs, which need to be fulfilled: in the bottom lies the very basic physiological needs 
(like food and water) and the hierarchy builds up with personal safety, affection and 
belonging, self-esteem and the final need in the top of the hierarchy is the self-actualization, 
which is fulfilled for example with creativity. According to Maslow (1943) the lower needs 
need to be fulfilled first to advance to the “higher” needs, and he claims that “Thus man is 
perpetually a wanting animal.” (Maslow 1943), because we want always more to get 
satisfied. The hierarchy of needs had been examined also in comparison with the “travel 
career ladder” presented by Pearce (1993 cit. Williams & Lew 2015) were the different needs 
of persons encounter the proposed individual travel career ladder, the beginners search for spa 
holidays and in the top of the ladder lies the lifelong dream vacations, which support the self-
actualization need. This model mainly supports the idea that the travel experience influences 
on the motivations, but also experienced travellers seek for spa holidays for relaxation 
(Williams & Lew 2015), and for example very experienced senior travellers might want to 
have a calm beach holiday or guided tour. Lee & Pearce (2005) argue that the most important 
travel motivations among all travellers (either experienced or not) are escape, relaxations, 
novelty, relationship and self-development, but in the more experienced traveller group 
motivations such as “meeting locals” or “experiencing new cultures” were important, whereas 
surprisingly the self-actualization was also very important to travellers with less travel 
experience. Thus there exists contradictions in this model and in the end the travel 
motivations can be very subjective and individual. Nevertheless, the study of Pearce & Lee 
(2005) offer valuable information of the Western traveller motivations and a sort of 
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“mainframe” for the leisure travel motivations, because the escape, novelty, relationship and 
self-development were the main motivations appearing in their study.  
Table 1. Maslow's hierarchy of needs (1954) and Pearce's travel career ladder (1993) in 
comparison. (adapted from Williams, S. & Lew, A. A. 2015)  
 
The Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs Travel career ladder 
5. Self-actualization  Creativity, personal 
fulfillment, spontaneity  
Lifelong dream vacations, 
meditation retreats  
4. Self-esteem Confidence, respect of 
others, satisfaction  
Special interest tours, volunteer 
tourism, hard adventure travel  
3. Affection and belonging Social membership Reunions and reconnections, 
roots and genealogy tours   
2. Personal safety Protection from elements, 
disease fear 
Guided soft adventure tours, 
ecotours, slum tours 
1.Basic physiological needs Oxygen, water, food etc. Spas, Relaxation, beach holidays 
 
In this study I have used to categorize the motivations of the Trans-Mongolian railway 
travelers in push- and pull-factors, and for instance Crompton (1979) and Dann (1977) have 
brought up the motivation theories of pull- and push-factors. (Yoon & Uysal 2005) The pull-
factor motivations attract tourists to certain destinations and tourist behavior, the personal life 
and home environment influences on the push-factors. Needs of a person can also influence 
on the push-factors, and in summary the pull-factors are the external issues and the push 
factors are the more emotional forces making people to travel.  (Williams & Lew 2015, Yoon 
& Uysal 2005) 
 How the actual destination is chosen is affected by the destination image formation. The 
image of a specific destination is formed by several factors, but it’s always based on the actual 
existence of an authentic place. The tourism development strategies induce images with 
tourist marketing and promotion, which is the “projected tourism destination image”. Other 
so-called agents affect too and the image forms of produced image through art and movies for 
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instance and the autonomous agents, such as the TV and media, which tell the temporal 
situation of a destination, for example a political situation. Important factors in formation are 
also “the word of mouth” and “the word of mouse”, thus the experiences of others influence 
on the decision and travel motivations. Finally “the tourist identity” has an impact on the 
image, and this involves the cultural background and psychological characteristics of the 
person. (Govers et al. 2007) All in all, the formation of a destination image, which influences 
also on the travel motivations (especially the pull-factors), is a complex system and the 
travellers making decisions are “in a flood of information”. (Govers et al. 2007) The 
secondary source information is told to have the most important influence, and the art, movies 
and literature with the autonomous agents such as the Internet, TV and newspapers providing 
information on the temporal situation of the destination and the information heard from others 
are the most significant in shaping the destination image. For example it is very interesting 
how the movie Lord of the ring has affected the tourism of New Zealand. In the end the image 
produced by marketing is not that essential. (Govers et al. 2007) 
    
2.5.2. Tourist experience 
 
The tourist experience is also one key concept in tourism research and there are several 
researches conducted on the subject. In this section I will mainly address how the tourist 
experience is structured by phases.   
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Williams and Lew (2015) propose a theoretical summary of the tourist experience divided in 
different phases. (Figure 3) The journey begins at home with planning that includes the 
destination, mode of transport and accommodation evaluation, this is influenced by the 
previous experiences, financial and physical possibilities, suggestions by others and media, 
images and personal perceptions that create motivations for travelling. The planning of trip 
generates and helps out in the selection of the destination. In the model the second phase is 
the outward travel to the destination, which is relatively small part in the context of the tourist 
experience proposed by the model. Travelling usually, and especially in this study, is more 
than means to get from point A to B. The biggest focus in this model seems to be in the 
destination experience, which might include e.g. different activities and accommodation 
experiences. The type of journey is modified how much for example the trip includes natural 
environment or society and culture. The return travel is the next phase as the outward journey, 
but it depends on the prior phase how much anticipation and excitement it contains. Final 
phase is the recall at home, and journey is recalled in conversations with friends and family, 
PLANNING  Previous 
experience 
Motives 
Costs 
Experience 
of others 
Media 
promotion 
RECALL Memories 
Souvenir
s 
Photos/films 
Conversation 
CHOISE OF DESTINATION 
TRAVEL TO DESTINATION 
EXPERIENCE AT DESTINATION 
Sightseeing 
Shopping 
Activities 
Accommodation Local travel 
TRAVEL HOME 
REMINISCENCE & 
ANTICIPATION OF NEXT 
VISIT 
Figure 3. Tourist experience model. Adapted from Williams & Lew 2015. 
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in photographs and probably with souvenirs. This recall will affect the next journey’s 
planning phase depending on if the trip was successful or unsuccessful. The model is seen as 
very geographical, because it emphasizes the spatial experience and the place where is the 
experience is located, and also the transitions are in a significant position.   
The tourist experience is a very multi-dimensional concept involving several factors. Uriely 
(2005) proposes that in studying the conceptualization of tourist experience must be noticed 
de-differentiating the tourist experience from everyday life, role of subjectivity in tourist 
experiences and forming relative interpretations of experiences and pluralizing the experience 
concept. The latter means that the motivations and experiences have several different 
characteristics and for example typologies should be opened up to micro-types. For example 
the so-called individual mass-tourist might have very plural motivations and activities in 
certain situation and destination, and the typologies of tourist types should be examined in 
more plural way. These arguments bring more challenges to my research, because subjective 
experiences of tourists concerning a so called type of tourism (slow tourism) is studied. The 
strength of this research is the qualitative nature and I aim at hearing the voice of the 
respondents and combining the subjective experiences and motivations to the themes of slow 
travel without forgetting the plural experiences. 
2.5.3. Slow tourist motivations and experience 
The so-called “slow tourist” specific motivations, experience and behavior haven’t been 
researched significantly, and a typology of slow tourist is not defined accurately yet, if it will 
be ever possible. The slow tourist has some similarities with for example Cohen’s (1972 cit. 
Williams & Lew 2015) drifter- or explorer-type of tourists in the point of view that they all 
search for engaging with the local people and seek for authentic experiences. Nevertheless, 
the drifters mainly exclude themselves of tourists, although explorers use some tourist 
services. (Williams & Lew 2015: 16) Plog presented tourist typologies based on psychology 
first in 1975 and reformed them in 1995, he presented the allocentric or venturous type 
tourist, which is adventurous and travels often, seeks for novelty and also makes spontaneous 
choices. In this sense the allocentric type has similarities with the slow tourist, but for 
example on the other hand, it is inconsistent with the idea that slow tourists travel shorter 
distances, and the allocentrics are connected usually to quite long-haul and exotic 
destinations. The typologies of Plog has also been criticized, because the theory suits mainly 
for the USA citizens and it cannot truly predict the destination choice; sometimes also 
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allocentrics enjoy a more peaceful holiday in a quite touristic destination depending on the 
situation and the travel motivations vary for different reasons. (Litvin 2006, Lepp & Gibson 
2008) So what could the slow tourist be? According to Heitmann (2011) slow tourist is more 
likely a traveller who avoids “the normal tourism infrastructure” and the Western 
commodities, which relates to the idea of backpackers who reject the beaten-track. Some pull-
factors mentioned for slow tourists are food and gastronomy (linking to the idea of Slow Food 
movement), local culture & learning/self-developing and physical activities in destination 
(e.g. walking, biking). Understanding the local culture and trying to immerse in and having an 
authentic experience is seen as important in the slow tourist experience. (Heitmann 2011) The 
slowness is proposed more as a push-factor and may be connected to need based motivations, 
thus the slow philosophy could fit the needs of the senior travelers looking for more comfort 
and less adventure according to Heitmann (2011). In my opinion this argument is too vague, 
and the slow-philosophy could be a push-factor for younger travelers too, despite the travel 
career ladder. Considering these contradictions it is best to say that there still has not been 
found the specific slow tourist typology motivations.  
Dickinson and Lumsdon (2010) discuss “slow traveller” as a one traveller type, and argue that 
they have a certain motivations to choose a particular travelling type and have certain 
expectations about it. In many forms slow travel isn’t the rational decision concerning the 
cost- and time-effiency, especially in the time of cheap airlines. Thus slow travellers have 
different criteria and motivations in choosing the destination, for example ethical criteria 
concerning environmental and social impacts. (Dickinson & Lumsdon 2010: 49) They 
propose that ‘slow travel’ can be a specific travel experience and an active choice. Dickinson 
& Lumsdon (2010) gather several theories about the attitude-behavior gap, in which the 
intention does not face the real action, for example person with environmentally friendly 
values does not want to modify his/her travel behavior for more low carbon and sustainable 
tourism. Dickinson & Lumsdon (2010) and Dickinson et al. (2011) divided slow tourists in 
two types: in heavy and light slow travelers (or hard and soft slow travel) (Figure 4). The hard 
slow travellers have environmental consciousness as an important motivation and those 
values are part of their lifestyle, whereas the soft slow travelers focus on the travel experience 
more and have a love for a specific form of transport, because of the experience. Some might 
also have physical restrictions, and therefore a specific transport is more suitable. The soft 
slow travellers can be interested in environmental issues and willing to change their behavior 
a bit, for example by reducing flying, whereas the hard slow travellers usually try to avoid 
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Experience 
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transport 
Soft slow 
travel 
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travel 
Figure 4. Hard slow travellers and soft slow travellers. 
flying and car travel as much as possible. Anyhow, the two groups are not completely stabile, 
and for example also hard slow travellers use airplanes as transport occasionally. (Dickinson 
et al. 2011)  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
All in all the tourism and tourist typologies are extremely difficult to define, and for instance 
there is an endless amount of travel motivations, several for every individual person. The 
typologies bring some aid in understanding and differentiating the types, and in the 
geographical sense they might give spatial reasons why some people travel to certain places. 
(Williams & Lew 2015: 14) 
 
3. Research questions and the aim of the study 
 
The aim of the study is to understand the motivations and the perceptions of travel 
experiences of the international tourists on the Trans-Mongolian railway. The domestic 
tourists or travellers heading to other destinations were not included in this study, thus 
travellers especially travelling the Trans-Mongolian railway were looked for. The research 
questions have been recursive during the study and the data collected modified the questions 
concerning mainly two big themes in this research: tourist motivations and tourist experience. 
The aim is to examine how those themes are connected to the concept of slow travel. In this 
section I will present my three main research questions and open up the content of the 
questions. 
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a) What are the travelers’ motivations to travel the Trans-Mongolian railway? Do the 
motivations contain values of slow travel?  
The purpose is to understand the travel motivations of the tourists travelling the Trans-
Mongolian railway. The motivations of tourists will be reflected to the slow travel concept 
and the key dimensions of slow travel, which have arisen from the previous literature and 
research, and were presented in chapter 2.4.2. The key dimensions discussed are: slowness 
and value of time, locality and activities in destination, travel experience and transport, 
environmental consciousness and spontaneity.   
b) How do the tourists of the Trans-Mongolian railway perceive their travel experience 
and how is the experience connected to slow travel?  
The second big theme of this research is the tourist experience and how it is perceived. What 
characteristics were important concerning the tourist experience and what did the journey 
include?  This research questions includes also the examination of the routes travelled. The 
tourist experience is reflected to the slow travel concept and the key dimensions mentioned 
before.  
c) Is train tourism on the Trans-Mongolian railway a form of slow tourism? 
I will contemplate how well the train tourism experience answers the concept of slow travel, 
especially concerning the motivations and experiences of tourists. Can a long train trip, such 
as the Trans-Mongolian railway, be also slow travel?  
 
4. Research area 
 
The study was conducted in Russia, Mongolia and China in June and July 2014. The main 
part of the research took place in Russia, where I stayed for nearly three weeks. In Mongolia 
and China the research took place mainly on the train from Ulan-Ude to Ulaanbaatar (or Ulan-
Bator) and on the train from Ulaanbaatar to Beijing. The research did not take place only on 
the train, and for example hostels and cities in the travel route played important roles. In this 
fieldwork I had several stopovers: Moscow, Yekaterinburg, Irkutsk, the Olkhon Island and 
Ulan-Ude in Russia. The research was conducted in the high season of tourism in Russia and 
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Mongolia. Figure 5 presents the research area and the several branching lines of the Trans-
Siberian railway.  
 
Figure 5. The research area. 
 
4.1. The Trans-Mongolian and the Trans-Siberian railway 
 
The original Trans-Siberian railway runs from Moscow to Vladivostok, and it is the world’s 
longest continuous railway, with 9259 kilometers. The Trans-Mongolian (7858 km) and 
Trans-Manchurian (8988 km) railways are the branching railways of the original Trans-
Siberian railway. The Trans-Mongolian railway moves across five different time zones in 
Russia, and Mongolia and China have different time zones too, but the trains and train 
stations in Russia are always in Moscow time. Occasionally, in media, travel magazines and 
travel blogs, the name “Trans-Siberian railway” is used to describe these all branching 
railways. Probably a quite consistent brand has been created for the Trans-Siberian railway 
experience, and sometimes The Trans-Mongolian railway experience is mixed to this.  
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The Trans-Siberian railway, with the branching lines, has always had a political and historical 
meaning as well. In 1891 Tsar Alexander III initiated the project of building the country 
crossing railway through Russia. The railway from Russia’s central hub Moscow to the 
Pacific Ocean had been planned for decades, but in the end of the 19
th
 century Alexander III 
decided to continue the railway from the Urals to the east Siberia. The European Russia was 
getting overcrowded, and suffered of famine. The arable lands in Western and Southern 
Siberia seemed promising, and also the political radicals of Siberia had to be reined in the 
European Russia’s power. Building the railroad was challenging in the various landscapes, 
from dense forests to dangerous mountains, and the work was performed mostly by prisoners 
in Siberia or conscripted soldiers. In 1900 the train services began for passengers, and it was 
already promoted as a luxurious train journey with the Far East exoticism serving caviar and 
providing numerous luxurious services. However the truth wasn’t that luxurious, because the 
journeys actually suffered from delays, accidents and shortages of food. (Haytwood et al. 
2010, Helsingin Sanomat 2012)  
The Trans-Manchurian branch continues from Chita in Russia to China through Harbin to 
Beijing. The East Chinese railway from Chita to Vladivostok via Harbin was built already in 
the end of the 19th century and the railroad from Harbin was continued later to Beijing. The 
Trans-Mongolian branch passes three different countries; from Ulan-Ude the railroad turns to 
Ulaanbaatar in Mongolia and continues to Beijing through the Gobi desert. The Mongolian 
branch was built gradually since the 1940s. The entire Trans-Mongolian part was completed 
in 1956, but in 1969 the Trans-Mongolian and Trans-Manchurian railroads were suspended 
until 1980s, because of the political dilemmas between Russia and China. 
Nowadays it takes about five days from Moscow to Beijing (via Ulaanbaatar) with a direct 
train. There are also several regional trains between the cities, so the Trans-Mongolian 
experience is not tied to one train only and a specific rail pass targeted at tourists does not 
exist, for example as the “Interrail”-rail pass in Europe. The trains running the Trans-
Mongolian railway are regular long-distance and regional trains, except the some luxurious 
train services discussed in chapter 2. In Russian trains the cabins are divided into three 
classes. First and second class cabins are shared by two or four passengers, and the third class 
is called the “platskart” with 54 sleeping places in an open wagon. For example, one place in 
“platskart” from Moscow to Ulan-Ude costs 5830 rubles (approx. 111 €) and a place in the 
second class costs about 10 000 rubles (approx. 191 €) (The Russian Railways 2015) Tables 2 
and 3 present the travel times, lengths and costs on the Trans-Mongolian railway, and if 
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travelling from Moscow to Beijing, it becomes cheaper taking longer train legs once than 
travelling short sections. The travel time and ticket cost depends on the train type and the 
speed, and for example in table 3 the 1879 rubles train from Irkutsk to Ulan-Ude is the 
Rossiya train, which is the most expensive and fastest. Nevertheless there are also some travel 
agencies who organize trips to Trans-Mongolian railways, and for example in Finland there 
are two popular travel agencies who are specialized in these train journeys, the RussianTours 
and Traveller. (Traveller Finland Oy 2015, Lähialuematkat 2015) In the Netherlands the Tiara 
tours travel agency is also popular in this market (Tiara Tours 2015), and it can explain the 
popularity of Trans-Mongolian and Trans-Siberian journeys among the Dutch people. 
Unfortunately there are no accurate statistics or quantitative information about international 
travellers on the Trans-Mongolian railway.            
Table 2. Travel times and ticket price examples on the Trans-Mongolian railway. (Russian 
Railways 2015) 
From To Kilometers 
between cities  
Travel time Ticket cost (2. 
class) 
Moscow Yekaterinburg 1814 km 25-32 hours 2334-3658 rub 
 Novosibirsk 3343 km 49-56 hours 4084-4307 rub 
 Irkutsk 5185 km 80-88 hours 5657 rub 
 Ulan-Ude 5640 km 89-97 hours 5828-5998 rub 
 Ulan-Bator 6306 km 98 hours No data 
Ulan-Bator Beijing 1551 km approx. 31 
hours 
No data 
Moscow Beijing 7858 km approx. 145 
hours 
No data  
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Table 3. Travel times and example ticket prices for shorter legs on the Trans-Mongolian 
railway. 
From To Travel time  Ticket cost 
Moscow Yekaterinburg 25-32 hours 2334-3658 rub 
Yekaterinburg Novosibirsk 19-24 hours 2223-3367 rub 
Novosibirsk Irkutsk 28-32 hours  2446 rub 
Irkutsk Ulan-Ude 6,5-8,5 hours 1011-1879 rub 
Ulan-Ude Ulan-Bator 22 hours No data 
 
 
4.2. Tourism in Russia, Mongolia and China 
 
Tourism in Russia 
 
Russia is a vast country with several popular tourist destinations from historic cities to 
amazing nature experiences, and for example St. Petersburg, Moscow, Sochi, Lake Baikal and 
also the Trans-Siberian railway experience are listed in the top 10 tourist attractions in Russia. 
(Visit Russia 2014) In 2012 Russia gained 28 177 000 tourist arrivals (UNWTO, 2014) and 
tourism generated 6 % of Russian GDP in 2013, including direct and indirect actions, and 
induced GPD impact. (WTTC 2013) Despite the pompous Sochi Winter Olympic games and 
the good exchange rate of ruble for the visitors in 2014, the tourism in Russia is not 
flourishing at the moment. For example the crisis of Ukraine and the annexation of Crimea in 
March 2014 have had a negative influence on tourism. In St. Petersburg especially the budget-
accommodation, for example hostels and three star hotels, have suffered, and because of the 
diminished demand the total hotel revenue in the city has dropped about 20 % in year 2014. 
(Telegraph Travel 2014) In Finland some travel agencies specialized in Russian tours noticed 
a decline in tourism demand to Russia and some tours to Karelia, St. Petersburg and Moscow 
were cancelled, because of customers being concerned of safety, and some customers had 
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principled reasons against Russian politics. (Yle 2014, Helsingin Sanomat 2014) During the 
fieldwork an owner of a popular hostel in Moscow had also remarked the decreased numbers 
of foreign tourists. We were the first Finnish tourists staying in the hostel after the beginning 
of the summer season, and it was already the end of June. The owner told that for example the 
Finnish tourists had nearly disappeared comparing to last summer. (The owner of the iVAN-
hostel 26.6.2014) The major touristic cities, like St. Petersburg and Moscow, seem to be 
influenced the most by the situation of Ukraine, but changes in tourism to Siberia have not 
been reported. The Russian domestic tourism is also now increasing, because of the exchange 
rate of the ruble.  
Tourism in Mongolia 
 
The tourism in Mongolia is rapidly increasing, and the country has a huge potential for 
tourism outbreak and success. The diverse and stunning landscapes, friendly hospitality of the 
Mongolians and the unique nomadic culture are the main attractions of this former kingdom 
of the Genghis Khan. An important attraction in July is also the traditional Nadaam-Festival, 
and this brings visitors especially to Ulaanbaatar. (Schofield and Thompson 2007) Before the 
1990s most of the tourists came from the other communist bloc countries and in the 90s after 
the Mongolian communism, the tourist numbers declined. In 1999 “the Tourism master plan” 
was conducted for the first time, and now the numbers are increasing. (Page 2009: 103) One 
key issue for tourism development in Mongolia is improving the transport infrastructure. 
There is only a limited amount of paved roads in the country and the only rail connection runs 
from Russia through Ulan-Bator to China. The accessibility of Mongolia is difficult and Page 
(2009: 103) refers to it as “a land-locked country” between China and Russia. The seasonality 
also seems to be a problem for the tourism, and most of the touristic tours around Mongolia 
are possible only in the summer time, because of the extreme weather conditions in the 
winter. According to a study by Yu and Go (2005 cit. Bell 2010: 117) the services and 
facilities in the Mongolian tourism field got the lowest rating in a tourist survey, and 
researchers Schofield and Thompson (2007) claim that there is a need for more education of 
the employees in the hospitality field. Now one of the most popular tour destination in 
Mongolia is the Gobi desert, and in 2005 40 % of the tourists in Mongolia visited Gobi desert. 
(Bell 2010: 117) 
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Figure 6. Tourism in the Gobi desert of Mongolia and a homestay ger-camp. 
 
Tourism in China 
 
In this research China as a tourist destination does not have as significant relevance as Russia 
and Mongolia. For most of the tourists travelling the Trans-Mongolian railway the only stop 
in China was Beijing, which is the end point of the railway. Usually Beijing was also the 
place from which the traveler returns home, for example by air. China attracted as much as 
132 405 325 non-residents visitors in 2012 and the capital city Beijing is one of the main 
cultural attractions in China with countless top tourist attractions like the Forbidden City, 
Tiananmen Square and other multiple temples and palaces. Also some parts of the Great Wall 
of China are situated close to Beijing, which attracts visitors to Beijing as well.  
Table 4 presents some approximate statistics of the tourism in these three countries, but for 
example the type of tourism is unknown and the statistics include business travelers to people 
visiting relatives. However the statistics give an overall image of the scale of tourism and 
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border crossing mobility, which is enormous in Russia and China compared to the growing 
tourism of Mongolia. 
Table 4. Tourism statistics of Russia, Mongolia and China. 
The total arrivals (inbound visitors) are the non-resident visitors at the national boarders 
including the overnight tourists and the excursionists. The hotels guests are also non-resident 
arrivals staying in hotels or other similar establishments. The data was collected by 
administrative records and boarder surveys. Some data was not available in every country, 
and it is marked with “No data”. (UNWTO, 2014) 
 
 Total arrivals (2012) Overnight visitors 
(2012) 
Hotel overnight 
guests (2012) 
Region where 
most of the 
arrivals come 
from (% of 
total arrivals) 
Russia 28 177 000 No data 4 127 000 Europe (88 %) 
Mongolia 624 000 476 000 No data East Asia and 
the Pacific (48 
%) 
China 132 405 000 57 725 000 116 266 000 East Asia and 
the Pacific (91 
%) 
5. Data and Methods 
 
In this section I will present and discuss the research methodology. The gathered data plays an 
important role in this research, because the subject is relatively under-researched and similar 
studies are rare. First I will present the methods used, the fieldwork and why these methods 
were chosen. The second part is about the data analysis and how the gathered data was 
analyzed. Finally, I will discuss the research implementation and the challenges of the 
fieldwork.     
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5.1. Qualitative research and the method selection 
 
The nature and methodology of this study are qualitative and the approach is inductive. The 
research is highly empirical and the gathered data has also reformed the research questions 
and influenced the direction of this study during the process. Qualitative research can be is 
recursive, thus the research process evolves and is active for changes. (Veal 2006) The study 
type is explanatory (Veal 2006: 4) and the approach is constructive; the main purpose is to 
understand events and cultural meanings, and additionally to understand reasons for certain 
patterns. (Veal 2006: 4) For example in this study I wanted to find out why people wanted to 
travel the Trans-Mongolian railway. Qualitative methods offer deeper and richer information 
about the traveller motivations, experiences and perceptions. Veal (2006) refers to Kelly’s 
(1990) research, which suggests that the behavior of people is better explained by qualitative 
approach, because the experiences are influenced also by life history. My subjective view as a 
researcher influences the analysis and the view on the situation, which is rather normal for 
qualitative research, but has to be taken into account. To understand subjective motivations 
and experiences of travellers the most suitable way for data collection is to use qualitative 
methods. As my main method I chose to use semi-structured in-depth interviews, which were 
organized by themes, and as supporting methods participant observation and drawing sketch 
maps. The other mobile studies performed in trains, which were discussed in the chapter 2, 
had a rather quantitative touch, and the main methods were surveys. (Manner 2004 and Su & 
Wall 2009) However, Johnson (2010) used participant observation in her research on the 
micro- and macro-spaces in train travelling, so her approach was more qualitative. 
 
5.2. The fieldwork and the research sample  
 
The fieldwork was carried out in June and July in year 2014 in Russia, Mongolia and China. 
The journey from Moscow to Beijing, with several stopovers, lasted a total of five weeks. I 
had also a travelling companion, which diminished the stress of risks during the trip.  
The interviewee sample was collected discretionarily and partly using the snow-ball 
technique, in which the informant (in this case the interviewee) tells about the next possible 
interviewee. (Saaranen-Kauppinen & Puusniekka 2006) It was not possible to achieve the 
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information on the whole research population during the journey, because there are no 
available passenger lists of trains and the amount of tourists in other destinations is huge, so 
the group of interviewees formed of those persons, who I could find or had the possibility to 
interview. The primary criterion was that the respondent(s) were international tourists, who 
were travelling the Trans-Mongolian railway from Moscow to Beijing, possibly stopping 
along the railroad in different destinations. Other transport (e.g. planes and buses) along the 
route (and returning home) were also accepted, but the purpose was to interview persons who 
had come especially for the Trans-Mongolian railway. Therefore I did not interview Russian 
domestic tourists or other international tourists, who were for example clearly heading for one 
specific destination. Apart from my interviewees I also met several other travellers whom I 
could not interview, because of schedules or other logistical/practical/willingness reasons. 
Most of those other tourists were travelling for the “Trans-Siberian/Mongolian experience”, 
but some individual travellers were only heading for certain destinations, for example in 
Russia to the Lake Baikal or Mongolian excursions. In short, the participant group mainly 
formed of persons I could get in these conditions and time. 
5.3. Semi-structured in-depth interviews 
 
During the fieldwork I performed nine semi-structured in-depth interviews (organized by 
themes) with individual persons or pairs of two persons travelling together, so the overall 
number of respondents was 13. The interviews were performed mainly in English, but also in 
Finnish and French, in the language that was most suitable for the interviewee. The 
descriptive information of the interviewees will be presented in the results – section (chapter 
6). The average time of an interview was about one to two hours, and they were performed on 
the train (mainly in second class train cabins and in the train restaurant) and hostels along the 
railway. One interview was also conducted in a town square in Ulan-Ude. Every interviewee 
and the pairs of interviewees drew one map of their journey in the interview situation. Figure 
7 presents the interview places along the railway (including the interviewees and 
nationalities), and as the map demonstrates most of the interviews (five interview units) were 
conducted approximately in the midpoint of the travelers’ journey, between Irkutsk and 
Ulaanbaatar. The places of interviews have an influence on the research, because some of the 
interviewees like Juho and Lauri had just began their trip and on the other hand Camilla and 
Matias were in the final part of their journey. Therefore the experiences and the perception of 
the whole journey could be quite different, for instance Juho and Lauri had a lot of their 
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journey ahead of them, but the travellers who were over the midpoint had more opinions and 
experiences to share. Thus the results probably would have been different, if all the interviews 
had been conducted in Beijing for instance.  
 
Figure 7. The interview places along the Trans-Mongolian railway. 
 
Mainly the interviewees were very interested in the research and the questions and very 
willing to share their experiences and thoughts. It seemed to be a pleasure for the interviewees 
to talk about their own journey and to contemplate their own motivations for the trip. In some 
cases the interviews were performed during a border crossing between nations, which could 
take hours, so activities in the train were welcome. I purposely decided not to use a recording 
machine, because I wanted the interview situation to feel conversational and a genuine 
discussion. There is a risk that the recording machine might inhibit the answers of the 
interviewees. (Veal 2006) During the interviews I made notes, and afterwards I transcribed 
the interviews as soon as possible in my notebook.   
Through the individual experiences it’s possible to understand the more profound reasons 
why and how people travel, and the in-depth interview is a suitable method to discover these 
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meanings. (Jordan & Gibson 2004) There is no one definition of semi-structured or in-depth 
interviews and the researchers tend to have different kinds of understandings about interview 
types. (Hirsjärvi & Hurme 2009) The interviews conducted in this study were structured by 
themes, which were carried out of the theoretical framework of slow travel. The best aspect of 
the theme structured interviews is that the interviews are structured by certain themes, not by 
detailed questions, and this brings up the voice of the interviewees. It takes into account the 
interpretations and the meanings also form in interaction with the researcher, and the order of 
the questions can be changed flexibly. (Hirsjärvi & Hurme 2009) Jordan and Gibson (2004) 
have listed the pros and cons of semi-structured in-depth interviews. Concerning my research 
the best advantages of in-depth interviews are flexibility and rich and descriptive data. Only a 
little technical equipment is needed, so the interview places can be variable, which makes it a 
flexible method. Also the interviews might bring up several themes and it’s possible to refine 
the interview plans and take the emerging themes also into account. (Jordan & Gibson 2004) 
The interview questions were organized by themes, which was derived from the slow travel 
conceptual context, and the draft of interview questions and themes are in appendix 2.  
5.4. Participant observation 
 
In addition to my main method, the interviews, I used participant observation. During the 
fieldwork I also met many other travelers, apart from the actual interviewees. I wrote notes in 
my journal and took photos. “Participant observation” is a very common method in qualitative 
tourism research. It’s suggested that sometimes in participant observation the researcher 
doesn’t reveal his/her purposes to access the “group” (Veal 2006); however from the very 
beginning I did not hide my researcher status. I doubt that disguising myself as regular 
backpacker would not have brought any extra information. Usually when I mentioned my 
study, people got excited and wanted to discuss more about their experiences and trips. The 
participant observation worked as a supporting method for the interviews and as I spent time 
with the interviewees I understood them better, nevertheless my part was passive, and I did 
not try to affect their behavior or actions.   
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5.5. Sketch maps and drawing as a research method 
 
“A mental map is an individual’s knowledge what is where in the environment.” (Pocock & 
Hudson 1978, cit. Son 2005) 
Mental or sketch map is a useful device for understanding the tourist’s travel plans, images 
and experiences; it can be a way to predict where the traveller is heading and what activities 
the destination includes. (Son 2005) In previous tourism research sketch maps or mental maps 
have been used for example to examine the images that tourists have of a destination. For 
example Son (2005) studied how international students perceived Sydney and Melbourne 
through sketch maps, mainly concentrating on the destination image. Still, drawing and visual 
methods in tourism research remain quite unknown, although they have the possibility to open 
up more deeply the social and cultural meanings in tourism. (Rajic and Chambers 2012) The 
terms “mental map”, “sketch map” and “cognitive map” have been used to describe the same 
concept quite often, and in this research I will name the maps as sketch maps.  
The interviews contained a task of drawing a sketch map of respondent’s own journey. It 
seemed to be an easy way of starting the conversation by drawing where the respondent had 
already been and where he/she/they was/were heading next. These maps brought extra aid 
explaining the experiences and travel plans the respondent had, and some motivations were 
opened up during the drawing process. The participants were advised to draw a map of their 
journey in a free-form way and possibly if they wanted they could add comments and other 
drawings on the map to describe their trip. In my instructions I emphasized that they should 
draw their map as they wanted and how they saw their own trip subjectively, and it didn’t 
have to be a realistic or accurate map, and the drawing skills did not play a significant role. 
The respondents did not usually have a real map present in this moment, so it was clearly their 
perception. The assignment was very open and gave many possibilities to the participant. 
Young (1999) claims that it is not suitable to offer too much orientation for the participants, 
because the participant can be influenced by the researcher. During the fieldwork I modified 
the instructions to even more free-form way, so there would not be any leading from the 
researcher. The maps worked also for finding out which destinations and cities the travelers 
visited and what destinations they were planning to visit. The nine maps produced by 13 
respondents are in appendix 1. Some maps were also modified together with the interviewee; 
for example the map of Juho & Lauri has also my notes. 
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The sketch/mental map technique was a good supplement for other methods, interviews and 
participant observation, and the respondents were mainly enthusiastic. Some problems that 
also Son (2005) remarked, were that some respondents drew a very simplistic map, maybe 
because of lack of interest or anxiety over their drawing skills. I also noticed that some 
interviewees were stressed out, because they wanted to draw a good map, despite that the 
instructions given were very free. The method can be time-consuming (Son 2005) and does 
not necessarily work alone, but with other methods it’s a valuable way of understanding the 
tourist perception and measuring tourist’s spatial orientation. (Son 2005) In qualitative 
research the purpose of this method is to reveal information about the respondent, not about 
the whole research population. It is self-reflexive, and the drawing tells how the persons see 
the reality and how he/she judges the environment through drawings. (Rajic and Chambers 
2012)  
 
5.6. Data analysis  
 
Several methods exists to analyze and handle qualitative research data, and there isn’t 
available only one specific answer on how to analyze qualitative data. (Eskola & Suoranta 
1998: 138, Eskola 2010) The interview data is analyzed in this research by using principles of 
thematic analysis and qualitative content analysis, and the analysis was made manually. The 
content analysis is seen as a more defined way of data analysis than thematic analysis, which 
does not have as clear guidelines. These two methods include the same principles of forming 
groups and sub-groups of the data (content analysis: categories, thematic analysis: themes) 
and they are often used interchangeably. The small difference is that in content analysis the 
categories form in more quantifiable measures than in thematic analysis, whereas the themes 
can be important in other ways than only quantifiable measures, for example concerning the 
whole research question. (Vaismoradi et al. 2013) In this research it seemed more appropriate 
to gather the data under themes, because some certain themes “arise” immediately from the 
data.   
The analyzing of data was accomplished with an inductive approach, because the former 
knowledge, definitions and theories about slow travel and travel experience were rather 
inadequate in the Trans-Mongolian concept, and the purpose was to hear the voice of the 
respondents and subjective experiences. Still the discussed main themes of slow travel are 
present and there is a connection to the theoretical framework, but the purpose of the study 
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was not simply to test a theory in a deductive approach. (Elo & Kylväs 2007) Also the data 
itself raised new interpretations about the subject and the research questions had to be 
reassessed after the fieldwork. The themes of the interviews might change depending on the 
data collected, and entirely new themes might arise. The names of themes in the data 
collection and in data analysis can be different, which must be noticed during the analysis and 
reporting. (Hirjärvi & Hurme 2009, Saaranen-Kauppinen & Puusniekka 2006) Also this 
happened in my the data analysis, and the biggest themes emerging from data are 
”motivations of travelling” and ”the travel experience and perception of own experience”.  
 
5.7. How the analysis was made phase by phase 
 
I began solving my data by reading the transcribed interview data and my travel journal with 
observations for many times and making tentative notes and discoveries. The purpose was to 
“plunge” into the data profoundly. 
After this the interviews were coded in different themes and the themes were divided into sub-
themes. The first coding was “open coding” and this was the tentative overview, which 
formed the initial themes. Then the transcribed data was coded by “axial coding”, which 
means that certain fundamental themes are selected from the data and the coding takes place 
around the theme “axle”, (Hirsjärvi & Hurme 2009) which practically means that the themes 
are handled more profoundly and sub-themes are created. The method can be compared to the 
qualitative content analysis by Screier (2012) in which the data is divided into categories and 
afterwards those are divided into sub-categories. The inductive approach in data analysis has 
three main phases; preparation, organizing and reporting, but the rules can also be modified. 
Elo and Kylväs (2007) propose that it is important for the researcher to decide if the latent 
information (for example interviewee laughter, silence and other behavior) is also analyzed, 
and as a researcher I decided to consider the latent as well, because with some interviewees I 
spent a lot of time, e.g. on the train, making observations about the interviewee behavior. The 
data coded was collected under the themes and the themes were reviewed.  
5.8. Analysis of the maps 
 
All interviews produced one map, so all in all the research includes nine sketch maps. The 
maps are subjective and of course individualistic. First of all the information of the maps was 
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transcribed. To analyze the maps I created a coding scheme and divided it to categories. I 
used the basis of coding scheme in Young’s research “Cognitive maps of nature-based 
tourists” (1999), but I modified it suitable for my research theme according which elements 
rise from map data. The map analysis was dived into two coding categories: map content and 
the map information. The map content includes the different elements of the maps, which 
were divided to categories: (adapted and modified mainly from Lynch 1960, cit. Young 1999) 
paths (railroads, roads etc.), edges (linear elements, barriers coastlines etc.) destination 
attractions (Great Wall of China etc.), landmarks (lakes, mountains etc.) and drawn transport 
modes. In map information I gathered all the accurate information of their trip details, such as 
destinations, length of stays and forms of transportation and the other group was all the 
written comments. After the coding process is generated drawing types, and those lead to 
content analysis and interpretation. (Rajic and Chambers 2012) The type of maps is essential 
in understanding how tourists perceive the space and the spatiality. (Young 1999) Some of the 
respondents had very simplistic maps and others very informative, and the main focus can be 
found in the type. The data collected from the map was combined with the interview data 
analysis and used in the analysis, and the information was used for the maps.  
5.9. The evaluation of the methodology of the research  
 
In qualitative research it’s always important to evaluate and reflect your study. The critical 
touch of the researcher improves the reliability and credibility of the research.  (Saaranen-
Kauppinen & Puusniekka 2006) Therefore I will open up the challenges and problems of the 
methods. 
 
When planning the research methods, I pondered the challenges and the fieldwork turned out 
to be quite challenging. The fear of not finding interviewees did not happen, and I succeeded 
to find travellers, but other problems occurred in the interview situations. In the most of the 
cases the interview place was the train restaurant, which was the easiest place to find foreign 
travelers. Otherwise I would have had to walk around the train asking from hundreds of 
passengers, if they came to travel the Trans-Mongolian railway. There wasn’t a possibility for 
open passenger lists or certainty to find tourists. The restaurant tended to be sometimes 
crowded and noisy, and new people came up in the middle of the interview and joined the 
group. The other people present could have influenced the answers of the interviewees and 
probably the interviewees did not feel their answers were so anonymous anymore in the 
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crowded surroundings. The trains did not have any totally quiet and peaceful places to be 
isolated from others.   
Besides the problems with the interview places my role as a researcher felt stressful. I had to 
be always ready to conduct an interview and there was always present the fear that where will 
I find my next interviewee. The train is moving all the time, the fieldwork time was limited 
and second chances were not possible. As I (and my travelling companion) were travelling in 
the third class, due to financial reasons, it seemed even more difficult to meet other travelers. 
During the research I noticed that most of the foreign travelers had booked a cabin place from 
the second class. Also most of the hostels in Russia were quite empty or full of Russian 
domestic tourists. The concern that I would not find interviewees drove me to propose 
interviews at every possible moment, and sometimes I discussed with travelers in the middle 
of the night being very tired or even when I was ill. So, compared to having scheduled 
interviews and a standard interview surroundings, this research demanded a lot more 
creativity and flexibility from the researcher.       
I also made an observation that, when interviewing a pair of friends or a couple, the other 
respondent became nearly in every case more dominant and the other person didn’t bring 
her/his opinions so eagerly. For example interviewing Camilla and Matias from Sweden, 
Matias was not actually participating in the interview except with a few opinions. Thus, the 
group dynamics might have influenced the answers.   
One challenge in the in-depth interviews was trying to stay neutral as a researcher. Veal 
(2006) mentions in the problems of very conversational interviews that the researcher might 
lead the interviewee by certain gestures, even by nodding your head or performing agreeing 
sounds. On the other hand Eskola and Suoranta (2000) claim that this encourages the 
interviewee to open up. In addition to the influence of the researcher, other limitations can 
occur, such as misinterpretations in interviews. (Jordan & Gibson 2004) There is always the 
danger that something has not been understood well and because of the lack of a recorder, 
there was not a chance to get back to the situations, although I had the interviewee contact 
information. Thus next time on field, the recorder use should be reconsidered.  
Veal (2006) presents three principles for research ethics; the research doesn’t harm anyone, 
participation is genuinely voluntary and the risks are well informed. In this study the research 
ethics are realized well. No one was forced or pressured to participate in the interviews, and 
there was always an opportunity to refuse or end the interview. This research didn’t contain 
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physical or mental risks, and the interviewees were not forced to do anything or to speak of 
personally distressing matters. The respondents were informed that my study is a thesis for 
the university and the respondents’ real names will not be published anywhere, and 
respondents stay anonymous for others (except the researcher).  
 
 
Figure 8. Finally interviewing in a peaceful environment. 
6. Results 
 
In this chapter I will present the results of this research. Because of the qualitative and case-
study nature of this study I will present very subjective perceptions and experiences of the 
respondents. The sample of the participants is relatively small and this enables going deeply 
into the answers of the participants and describing their subjective journey. First, the 
background information and travel information of participants are gathered together and the 
second part is about the spatial routes and the main destinations. After this I will move on to 
motivations, planning the trip and perceiving the experience, which is mainly focused on the 
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train travel experience. In the end, results concerning environmental consciousness are 
presented and finally the results are summed up.  
6.1. Background information of the participants 
 
The interviewees came from eight different countries and their average age was 
approximately 27. I have presented the names (changed from original because of anonymity), 
ages and nationalities in table 5. Most of the interviewees came from Europe, 11 out of 13 
respondents, and the most common nationality in this research was French with four 
participants. Most of the respondents were travelling together with someone, with a friend or 
boyfriend/girlfriend, and they participated in the interview together. Only one exception was 
Hank from the U.K., who participated in the interview alone while his travelling companion 
was sleeping. Four respondents were travelling alone: Thomas from Belgium, Robert from 
Australia, Jane from the USA and Emma from the Netherlands. The respondents consisted of 
students (mainly at university) and working people, and all of the respondents working had 
quite well-paid employment and good income. Thomas from Belgium was on a sabbatical 
year from work, Jane and Robert had worked in Europe for some time and now they were 
heading home to study and/or live. The research has nearly equal amount of women and men 
as participants, although on grounds of observation most of the international travellers seen 
were men.  
Table 5. The background information of the interviewees. 
Name(s) Sex Age(s) Nationality 
(country of 
origin) 
Possible 
relationship/ 
Travelling 
companion 
Position/Employment 
Juho and 
Lauri 
Male Approx. 
30-35 
Finland Friends Both graduated and 
working 
Antoine 
and Claire 
male/female 25 and 
24 
France A couple Claire: Student 
Antoine: Working 
Thomas male Approx. 
30 
Belgium Travelling 
alone 
Working (sabbatical 
year) 
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Robert male 29 Australia Travelling 
alone 
Working 
Margaux 
and 
Patricia 
Female Both 25 France Friends Margaux: Student  
Patricia: Working 
Jane female 27 USA Travelling 
alone 
Starting studying  
Emma female 27 Netherlands Travelling 
alone 
Graduated and 
working  
Hank  male 27 The U.K. Travelling 
with a friend 
Student 
Camilla 
and 
Matias 
female/male Both 25 Sweden A couple Working 
 
Travel information of the participants is gathered in table 6. Most of the interviewees travelled 
in the second class of the train, and a few travellers like Antoine & Claire and Jane tried 
different classes. The respondents also had plans to experience different train classes, for 
example Juho & Lauri were planning to take one train leg in the third class. The type of 
travelling divided evenly; three interview units were on an organized trip by a travel agency 
and three interview units were travelling independently. Some of the interviewees had partly 
organized the journey with a travel agency, for example booking the train tickets in advance 
and using visa services. The length of the journey varied from two weeks to six weeks, but for 
Robert the length of journey was undefined, because he was continuing travelling to Sydney 
from Beijing and he did not have a specific schedule. The length of Thomas’s trip was 
unclear, although he had an organized trip. He was also continuing travelling in Southeast 
Asia after Beijing.  
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Table 6. Travel information of the interviewees. 
Name(s) Train class(es) Independent 
travel/Organized travel 
Length of trip 
Juho and Lauri 2 class (possibly 
3
rd
 class) 
Partly organized 26 days 
Antoine and 
Claire 
3 and 2 class Partly organized 3 weeks 
Thomas 2 class Organized approx. 2 
weeks/Undefined 
Robert 2 class Independent approx.3-4 
weeks/Undefined 
Margaux and 
Patricia 
3 class Independent 6 weeks 
Jane 3, 2 and 1 class Independent 3½ weeks 
Emma 2 class Organized 6 weeks 
Hank  2 class Partly organized 3 weeks 
Camilla and 
Matias 
2 class Organized 3 weeks 
 
The travel history was also enquired. All of the respondents had travelled abroad before and 
some of them were very experienced travelers. Thomas, Antoine, Robert, Jane and Camilla 
were very experienced travelers, who had visited several continents in business and leisure 
and experienced many types of transport modes. Travelling seemed to be a quite essential part 
of life for Antoine and Camilla especially. Whereas Juho, Claire, Margaux and Hank had a 
same type of travelling history and they all had, for example, once visited a different 
continent, but all in all they were quite experienced travelers. The travelling history of Matias 
stayed undefined, but most likely he belongs to this group. The least experienced were Lauri, 
Emma and Patricia as this was their first time travelling outside of Europe and the so-called 
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“first big trip outside of Europe”. So the pairs travelling together did not have the same 
travelling history and in most cases the other party was more experienced traveller than the 
other. Most of the respondents said they did not have an actual train travelling history, except 
for Camilla who had travelled by train in India and done the “Interrail” train - travel in 
Europe, and Robert who was very fond of using different types of local transportation, such as 
buses and trains, while travelling.   
6.2. Main routes and transport modes  
 
All the respondents were travelling the Trans-Mongolian route from Moscow to Beijing, but 
the interviewees had different stops/destinations along the route and the transport mode 
varied. The sketch maps worked well in describing the journey and finding out how the 
participants perceived the journey. The figure 9. presents the destinations where the 
respondents visited or were planning to visit, and the respondents have been presented as 
interview units, because the couples/friends were visiting the same places.  
 
Figure 9. The places visited or planned to visit by interview units.  
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It has to be taken into account that this was partly the planned journey and the respondents 
may have had change of plans after the interview situation, except for Camilla & Matias who 
were interviewed on the train to Beijing, which was their last destination, and Emma who I 
ran into by accident in Beijing. So, the results mainly describe the situation and planned 
future in that moment.  
All the respondents stopped in Moscow, Ulaanbaatar and Beijing, and those can be seen as the 
starting point, center point and the ending point of the Trans-Mongolian railway. These are 
also the capital cities of the visited countries. Also all the respondents visited other 
destinations in Mongolia, and those visits were mainly excursions around the country. Some 
popular destinations were the Gorkhi Terelj – National Park near Ulaanbaatar, The Gobi 
desert and the central Mongolian steppe. Usually those excursions were organized by hostels 
or other travel agencies, because it is not possible to rent an own car in Mongolia (except a car 
including a driver) and the accessibility with public transport is limited. Some respondents 
had mentioned also the Nadaam-festival as a destination, which is a traditional Mongolian 
festival held all around the country every July. The routes inside Mongolia were not described 
well and in sketch maps the excursions were mainly drawn as a circular trip inside Mongolia. 
The respondents stayed in Mongolia approximately from 4 days to two weeks, mainly 
spending their time in the excursions and outside the capital Ulaanbaatar, which was mainly a 
transit place to enter other parts of Mongolia. The second popular group of destinations 
included destinations in the Lake Baikal district, and the city of Irkutsk (visited by seven 
interview units) functioned as transit place to the Lake Baikal. The Olkhon-island and the 
small village Listvyanka were popular and touristic places, and an employee of the biggest 
guesthouse in the Olkhon Island (Nikita’s homestead) informed me that the tourism has 
grown enormously in the past years and in the summer time (high season) and there can be 
hundreds of tourists daily visiting the island. Some other smaller and individual destinations 
were also mentioned, and those were grouped as “Baikal other” in the map. A total of 7 
interview units visited the Lake Baikal, only Antoine & Claire and Emma did not visit the 
Lake Baikal. Ulan-Ude (the capital city of the republic of Buryatia, Russia) was visited by 
four interview units. The final group are the individual cities visited by one or two interview 
units, Tomsk and Kazan were the cities, which were not actually on the Trans-
Mongolian/Siberian route. Jane visited the most places, in over 10 destinations. 
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Figure 10. The transport modes used and places visited or planned.  
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The figure 10. presents the routes and transport modes of the respondents, and the map was 
mainly adapted from the sketch maps of the respondents. The destinations and routes after 
Beijing are not visualized, because mainly the homeward-bound journey was not 
acknowledged and it did not seem to play an important role for the respondents. Interesting 
was that only Hank drew his journey as a circular route from home to back to home. Robert 
and Jane drew the homeward-bound, but this was related to the issue that they also used the 
Trans-Mongolian railway as gateway to Asia and to other continents, where their home was. 
Also Thomas spoke of destinations after Beijing, because Trans-Mongolia also worked for 
him as a gateway to Asia and his journey would continue there. Thus most of the respondents 
did not mention or draw in sketch maps their homeward-bound trip by themselves, unless I 
asked how they will return home. This shows that the homeward-bound trip is not an essential 
part of the tourist experience and is not noticed as worthwhile. In contradiction I was 
surprised how well some respondents drew and explained their route to Moscow, and Hank 
was the only one, who had not paid much attention to this. Emma, Robert and Juho & Lauri 
were the only ones who came to Moscow only by land using the train and bus. The others and 
the majority of the respondents used the airplane as their main transport arriving to Moscow. 
The most complex route to Moscow had Thomas from Tielt – Copenhagen – Helsinki – St. 
Petersburg, using as transport modes car, bus, train, airplane and boat, so nearly every 
transport mode there exists. Also Robert had an interesting route: Belfast-London-Prague-
Warsaw-Minsk-Moscow. All the respondents started their trip from Europe, the Australian 
Robert had been working in Belfast and Jane from USA had worked in Madrid. The other 
participants came from their home countries.   
The main transport mode concerning the whole Trans-Mongolian experience is the train. 
Antoine & Claire and Margaux & Patricia used a bus from Ulan-Ude to Ulaanbaatar, which is 
cheaper compared to the train. Antoine & Claire also flew from Ulaanbaatar to Beijing, 
because they found a cheap flight. Most of the respondents flew to Moscow, but some 
respondents used multiple transport modes, such as the train (also train ferries), bus, car and a 
cruise ship (Helsinki-St. Petersburg). All the respondents were planning to use an airplane for 
the homeward-bound; Robert seemed the most reluctant to fly, but a ferry/boat from 
Singapore to Australia turned out to be too complex.  
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6.3. The motivations  
 
There were 21 different individual motivational factors of the respondents why they wanted to 
travel the Trans-Mongolian railway. The motivations of travelling the Trans-Mongolian 
railway were divided into two main sub-themes; the push-factors and pull-factors. Two 
individual motivations were left as “Other”, because of the difficult definition. All in all none 
of the respondents had only one specific motivation to travel the Trans-Mongolian railway 
and every respondent mentioned several reasons. The motivations are not presented in 
importance order of the respondent, because it was difficult to define which one is the most 
important motivation. The motivations are presented in order of importance concerning all the 
participants.  
6.3.1. Pull-factor motivations 
 
The pull-factor motivations relate to the concept of the Trans-Mongolian railway, destinations 
and attractions that attracted the respondents to travel the Trans-Mongolian railway and to 
choose this specific trip. A total of nine different pull-factors appeared and two of them 
appeared among all the respondents, although in different importance. All the pull-factor 
motivations mentioned by interview units are presented in figure 11.  
 
Figure 11. The motivations related to pull-factors. 
The actual train travel experience (1) was mentioned as one of the travelling motivations in 
all of the interviews as well as train(s) being (one of) the main attraction in the whole Trans-
Mongolian experience. The train experience was something that the respondents had been 
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excited about. Most of the respondents mentioned that the train travelling experience is an 
essential part of the whole trip and the experience, and it would not have been the same 
without the train experience, for example the same route performed by airplane. The train 
experience is a part of the whole experience, and even inseparable. Juho & Lauri and Emma 
stated that the travel is more important than the destination or at least equal. Important factor 
that Robert, Margaux & Patricia, Emma and Camilla said, when travelling by train, there is 
the possibility to see better how the landscape, country and the people change, whereas flying 
does not offer this possibility. Emma argued that too often the destination is seen as the most 
important and the actual travel is only the airplane experience. Some respondents, e.g. 
Thomas, had problems defining why the train experience is so important, saying that the train 
is the “thing”. Also, when asked “Why did you wanted to travel by train?” all the respondents 
said that the train was chosen for the experience. Hank saw the travelling itself as an 
adventure and Camilla stated that train travelling is relaxing. Margaux and Patricia also said 
that they wanted to see the real Russian life. In four interviews, (Jane, Emma, Hank and 
Camilla & Matias), “enjoying the feeling of being on the road” was mentioned as 
motivational factor, which also relates to the train travelling experience. 
In all the interviews the legendary and/or famous value of the railway (2) was mentioned as 
one of the motivations to travel the Trans-Mongolian railway. This was an important subject 
and theme in the interviews and the whole research. The words “legendary”, “famous”, 
“mystic” and “the value of Trans-Siberian” were mentioned several times describing the 
railway concept and the motivations to travel. Jane from the USA also said that Trans-
Mongolian railway has a “romantic” and a “nostalgic” value. But it was unclear how the idea 
of the famous Trans-Mongolian experience had grown in the minds of the respondents. Some 
answers were that they had read books and travel blogs, heard stories (from friends & 
relatives etc.) and seen interesting TV-shows or films. For example Emma said that her 
mother had always wanted to travel the Trans-Siberian or Mongolian railway, which 
influenced her decision. Some of the respondents could not answer at all how they first got 
interested in travelling the Trans-Mongolian railway or when was the first time they got the 
actual idea of going. For example, Margaux and Patricia could not specify how they originally 
got interested in the legendary railway. The Trans-Mongolian railway as a travel 
destination/experience seems to be held in a great reverence and is well known, which 
influenced highly the travelling motivations of these respondents, but did not appear as the 
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only reason for this journey. Still, how this legendary image has accurately formed stays 
unsolved. 
In six interviews, the interest in a specific country (3) and its culture was also mentioned, in 
which most of the respondents were mainly interested in Russia. An exception was the French 
couple Antoine and Claire, who were especially interested in Mongolia as a destination and 
were not interested in Russia at all. Margaux and Patricia were interested in the Russian 
culture, and interestingly about the Soviet Union history and politics. Juho & Lauri were also 
interested in Russia, and Juho stated “Well Russia is a superpower country.” Also Jane and 
Emma were interested in Russian culture, and Camilla about the Siberian nature. Mainly the 
latest Russian politics and Crimea crisis in 2014 had not affected the respondents’ motivations 
travelling to Russia.  
Also the interest in distances was mentioned as motivational factor in four interviews (Juho & 
Lauri, Margaux & Patricia, Hank and Camilla & Matias), and the length of the railway was 
seen as interesting. For example Hank said that the train is interesting in itself, because the 
railroad is so long and in the sketch map of Margaux and Patricia “the world’s longest 
railway” was mentioned. Lauri mentioned that he would have chosen to go to Vladivostok 
and chosen the Trans-Siberian railway, because it’s the world’s longest continuous railway 
and has a special value. But they chose the Trans-Mongolian railway, because it has more 
variability.  Two respondents (Thomas and Robert) mentioned that (5) Trans-Mongolian 
railway worked as gateway from Europe to Asia, which was a reason to travel by train. Jane 
was also using the railway as a gateway, but she did not mention it as an actual reason to 
travel. Robert had a clear objective to get from Europe to Australia by using as much local 
transport and avoiding planes as possible, whereas Thomas commented taking the train to 
Asia by saying that he had printed a huge map to plan his trip for the sabbatical year and the 
Trans-Mongolian railway just looked like a good option looking at the map. 
 Other motivations mentioned once were (6) the price (Antoine & Claire), (7) climate 
(Thomas), (8) nature (Camilla & Matias) and (9) travelling somewhere where it’s not 
crowded of tourists (Margaux and Patricia). Antoine and Claire were the only participants 
who had chosen the train also for other reasons than the train experience, because initially 
they thought it would be cheaper, but after the visa and ticket payments they noticed they 
were wrong. Margaux and Patricia wanted to visit places that are not the most popular 
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destinations and to avoid easy package-holidays to crowded tourist destinations that their 
friends enjoyed.  
6.3.2. Push-factor related motivations 
 
The pushing factors included motivations and reasons relating to respondent’s personal life 
and goals, which made them decide to travel the Trans-Mongolian railway journey. There 
were nine different push-factors. This sub-theme had more variable motivations compared to 
the pull-factors, and this sub-theme didn’t have a clear leader in responses, probably because 
these are personal and subjective reasons depending on the person life situation and history. 
 
Figure 12. The motivations related to push-factors. 
 
The respondents in five interviews (Juho & Lauri, Antoine & Claire, Margaux & Patricia, 
Jane, Hank) mentioned (1) a motivation to see and experience something new, for example 
comparing to the culture of the respondent’s own origin. In general they wanted to experience 
something new and different, the so called change of personal landscape. Respondents also 
answered that new cultures and environment are the reason why they want to travel so far. For 
example, for Juho & Lauri the European culture is so familiar from before that they wanted to 
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see new cultures. Hank said that “the unknown is interesting” and Jane told that she has a 
“novelty-seeking gene”, and new cultures, places and people feed this gene. She stated that 
people have the gene of curiosity and seeking for new. This motivation can be seen as a push-
factor too, but in my observation the change of culture is more related to the subjective view 
of own culture too. 
 Juho & Lauri, Antoine & Claire, Robert and Camilla & Matias (four interviews) told that 
travelling Trans-Mongolian railway journey was a lifelong dream (2) or had been a very long 
term dream, and something they had always wanted to do. This had been in their minds for a 
long time and it was something they would do some day in the future. Antoine & Claire, 
Thomas, Robert and Camilla & Matias said that Trans-Mongolian train journey was a subject 
in a travel-to-do list (3), which is quite near the motivation of a long term/lifelong dream, but 
has a small difference, because they were mainly talking about performing the journey 
someday. Thomas said, for example, that when it’s done it can be checked off the list and it is 
done in life. Thus the experience seemed to be also a mission that has to be performed and 
accomplished someday, and for example Antoine and Robert had it in a list of 
places/experiences to travel. Afterwards they can move on to other destinations and future 
travel experiences. The explanations for this motivation was difficult to discover, but the 
persons who were very experienced travelers (except Jane) shared this motivation. There was 
not a clear definition of why the Trans-Mongolian railroad was in the list-to-travel and how it 
became a long-term dream. Some reasons told were that they had heard about the Trans-
Mongolian railway a long time ago (stories, books, films etc.) and it had been in their minds 
ever since. It seemed to be very difficult to define how they originally got the idea and how it 
has formed in time. Maybe the clearest was Camilla, who said that she had heard about this 
experience long time ago from her friends and she had always loved to travel by train. She 
stated also that the more you hear about different travel motivation the more places you want 
to visit.   
Juho & Lauri, Robert, Margaux & Patricia and Hank (four interviews) said that they wanted 
to travel the Trans-Mongolian railway, because they wanted to experience something and to 
travel somewhere others or many people haven’t (4)  (for example in family, among friends 
and relatives). Especially for Robert this was important, and he mentioned that he enjoys 
when he can tell for the amazed people that he is travelling from Ireland to Singapore by bus 
and train.  
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 Thomas and Antoine & Claire told that they wanted to escape normal life (5), routines and 
boring work life by travelling this journey. Especially for Thomas this was the main reason to 
leave and pull-factors were less important. Thomas and Emma said that one of their 
motivations was that this was (6) a good time in life to do a long trip and travelling, for 
example Thomas was having a sabbatical year and Emma had quit her job. Jane and Emma, 
both women travelling alone, remarked that (7) winning yourself and for example 
contemplating future life during the journey was an important reason for this journey. For 
Jane the journey represented some sort of transition in life and when she would finally get to 
San Francisco, she would start a new life. Emma also did not know what she would do next in 
life, and the headwork and contemplating the future during the journey was important. She 
mentioned that gaining self-confidence was important.   
 Two single reasons were also mentioned that actually were represented only by the other 
respondent in interviews done with pairs. Camilla said that her (8) previous train trips had 
created a love for trains, which was a motivational factor. On the grounds of my observation 
Matias did not have the same love for trains. Also Juho & Lauri said that they got the idea of 
travelling the Trans-Mongolian railway in their road trip in Europe. The travel history itself 
might have a connection of having new travel dreams. Claire also argued that this journey was 
(9) the dream of Antoine and she wanted to follow his dream, so the decision was actually 
made by the travelling companion. This shows also the methodological problem of the 
interviews done in pairs, because only in some issues the voice of the other respondent was 
clear and was often got lost in the dominants answers.     
Some other individual motivations also occurred that were not mentioned in above sub-
themes; Jane mentioned that the Trans-Mongolian railway worked as a good place and time 
for writing her book and for Thomas said the journey fits well to his travel schedule regarding 
the whole journey.  
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Figure 13. All the motivations mentioned more than once. 
 
There are nine pull-factor related motivation and nine push-factor related motivations, and all 
mentioned more than once are presented in figure 13. There appeared same amount of push- 
and pull-factor related motivations, although all interview units mentioned motivations from 
both groups and often quite equally. The pull-factors were more popular in the overall picture, 
and the two biggest motivations “the legendary and famous value of the railway” and “the 
train travel experience” were mentioned in every interview. There did not exist a push-factor 
motivation that would have appeared in every interview. 
6.4. Planning of the journey theme 
 
The conversation of planning of the journey divided into four sub-themes, which were (1) the 
travel budget, (2) organizing and planning the trip, (3) preparation for the journey and (4) the 
possible plans of changing plans and spontaneity.   
The budget didn’t seem to be an important subject for respondents and did not actually 
influence the motivations travelling the Trans-Mongolian railway. The budget mainly affected 
the accommodation choices, train class choices and other services. Only Antoine & Claire 
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The previous trips and travel experiences
Personal development and winning yourself
Timetables of life for travelling
To escape the normal life and routines
Gateway from Europe to Asia
Lifelong dream
A journey on a travel-to-do list
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The motivation to experience and see something new
 Interest in a specific country
The actual train travelling experience
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All the motivations mentioned more than once 
Pull-factors 
Push-factors 
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mentioned the price of the journey to affect the decision for choosing to travel by train to 
Mongolia, but later on they noticed it would have been cheaper by flying. Juho & Lauri said 
that the price of the journey does not matter as long as they have enough money. In other 
interviews the budget was not an important issue either, and the most important factor seemed 
to be that there is enough money to accomplish this trip.  
Juho & Lauri, Camilla & Matias and Emma had found out lots of information about the 
Trans-Mongolian trip beforehand, for example with travel books and reading blogs. Juho had 
studied Russian in the past and the Finnish boys seemed very well prepared for the trip. Most 
of the respondents, Robert, Margaux & Patricia, Jane and Hank had found out some 
information and were mostly prepared well for the trip. The preparation and organization 
wasn’t important for Thomas, who had not found out nearly any information before the 
journey and also did not remember for example his next destination, because everything was 
organized by a travel agency. He just went with the organized plan without being stressed 
about it. Also Antoine & Claire hadn’t found out lots of information beforehand, except on 
Mongolia, which partly influenced the train travel experience quality. The expectations did 
not first meet up with the real situation. 
Jane was the only respondent who had done and would had done possible quick changes to 
travel plan. She hadn’t planned the whole journey in advance and was ready for changes. For 
example in Ulan-Ude she didn’t have clear mindset where she was heading next. Most of the 
respondents hadn’t thought about or didn’t see coming any spontaneous changes to travel 
plan, and for example Thomas, Hank and Camilla & Matias had quite strict schedule for the 
journey, because the trip was organized or partly organized. Emma would have wanted to do 
spontaneous changes to plans, for example the stay in Perm was too long, but she was 
dependent of the organized trip. Also visa time restrictions influenced the spontaneity, and for 
example Claire would have liked to visit Lake Baikal, but the Russian visa was ending. Many 
of the respondents did not divert a lot from the route of the railroad, except Jane visited 
Kazan, Margaux & Patricia in Tomsk and many of the respondents explored Mongolia and 
the area of Lake Baikal. 
6.5. Experience and perceiving own journey 
 
The conversation in interviews about the travel experience and perceiving own the journey 
divided into two dimensions: discussion about the actual train travel experience and 
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perceiving the experiences in destinations along the route and the overall experience. These 
two dimensions contained sub-themes, which are presented in table 7. The train travel 
experience discussion involved several topics that the interviewees brought up, for instance 
from describing the activities in train to pondering the change of landscape seen. The 
discussion of experiences in destinations, for example experiences in cities along the route, 
were not discussed as profoundly as the train travel experience and there emerged less topics 
in the data analyse and coding phase. In the following section I will present these sub-themes 
and what special meanings they had for the respondents.  
Table 7. The train travel experience content and experiences of destinations along the route. 
Train travel experience The experiences of the destinations along 
the route and the overall experience 
The train class and services experiences and 
opinions 
The experience of the destinations along the 
railway 
The activities in the train (divided into social 
activities and independent activities) 
The expected destinations 
Experiences and opinions about the 
landscapes seen from the train 
The accommodation during the journey and 
the experiences  
Railway stations and stops experiences and 
opinions 
The experiences about local people and 
cultures 
The overall experience about the train 
experience 
 
Other sub-themes: train travel images and 
border controls 
 
 
7.5.1. Train travel experience 
 
The interview discussion was mainly focused on the travel experience on the train (also 
because of the interview structure and questions, see appendix 2). The table 7 presents the 
sub-themes of the train travel experiences and those will be presented in this section.  
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The first sub-theme is the conversation about the classes and train services. The table 7 
presents the train classes that the respondents used during the journey. The cabin class was 
seen as one of the defining factors producing the train travelling experience. All the time on 
train was not spent in the own cabin or in own bed in the 3
rd
 class. Antoine & Claire changed 
the train class during the trip, because travelling in the 3
rd
 class felt too hard for four days. 
Hank and Emma saw that the 2
nd
 class cabin (“kupe”) is part of the genuine Trans-Mongolian 
railway experience, Emma saw her cabin as her small home where new people came. On the 
other hand Margaux & Patricia especially wanted to the 3
rd
 class, stating that is there is the 
possibility to see real Russian culture and people. There wasn’t much conversation about the 
train services, only some complaints about the heat, missing electric plugs and mean carriage 
hosts. Interesting was that Antoine & Claire were searching for a shower and TV on the train, 
which was not common on the trains. The samovar was the provider of water.   
 
Figure 15. The third class carriage, "platskart". 
     
Important results concerning this research relate to the activities on the train, and after coding 
and analyzing the interviews, the activities were divided into two groups: the social activities 
and the independent activities (table 8). The activities were directly asked in the interview 
Figure 14. The Russian train samovar 
providing hot water. 
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with questions such as “How have you spend your time in the train?” or “Have you enjoyed 
the time in the train?” which evoked the conversation about the train activities. The social 
activities involved interactions with travel accompany, new acquaintances or activities 
performed in a group or another person, and the interviews contained. The independent 
activities were activities that could be performed alone.   
Table 8. The activities of travellers on the train divided into social and independent activities. 
Social activities Independent activities 
meeting people and trying to communicate 
with new people 
sleeping 
eating and drinking together in the train 
restaurant or cabin 
reading 
playing games together gazing out of train window 
 updating travel blog 
 playing games 
 taking photographs 
 
The most popular independent activities on the train were sleeping and reading. Regarding my 
observation most of the passengers were sleeping most of the time on the trains, especially the 
Russian travelers. Hank mentioned that there was the possibility to relax and detach yourself 
from the world. The sleeping was seen quite justified, because there was so much time (for 
example if the train ride takes four days) and there is nothing special to do or to accomplish. 
Also the changing time zones and the confusion of still watching the clock in Moscow time 
wipes out the conception of time for good. Most of the respondents said that reading was one 
of the activities, and some of the respondents had acquired classic novels (e.g. Russian 
authors) especially for this trip. Also staring and gazing out of window was mentioned as an 
activity, for example Jane mentioned that “I just love looking out of the window.” Some 
participants had bought a Russian internet connection and Juho & Lauri for instance updated a 
travel blog during the trip.    
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The social activities and encounters played an important role in making the train experience 
enjoyable and worthwhile. The most common mentioned activities are in table 8. Most of the 
respondents tried to make contact with the local people and the Russians travelling on the 
train, but generally it was difficult, because of the language barrier. Some had used 
dictionaries and tried communicating with drawing and pictures. Most of the respondents had 
met other foreign travelers on the train, but for all it wasn’t that important factor to meet other 
tourists. Although Thomas mentioned that he would like to have a train carriage only for 
backpacker-tourists. When I first met Antoine and Claire, they were very disappointed about 
the train experience, because trying to communicate with other passengers in the 3
rd
 class was 
too difficult and no one seemed to want to speak with them. “People don’t seem very open or 
don’t smile, so it’s difficult to make contact.” They also had not met any other foreigners and 
were very happy, when they met me for instance. They changed from the 3
rd
 class to 2
nd
 class 
cabin where they met a few Russian people, who wanted to communicate and share their food 
and drinks. This happened after the actual interview and Antoine wanted to add later on that 
the boring travelling had turned to an experience, and the train experience was notably more 
enjoyable after the encounters with people. Also Margaux & Patricia said that the first train 
part to Tomsk was enjoyable, because they met other people, but from Tomsk to Irkutsk the 
travelling wasn’t that enjoyable because of the lack of company and new encounters with 
people. Thus among most of the respondents there was a clear connection that the train 
experience was more enjoyable with new social interactions. Nevertheless some negative 
sides were also mentioned; for example Hank felt with his friend that sometimes it was quite 
tiring that the cabin people changed a lot along the railway and they always had to start again 
the communication and making acquaintance. Finally their solution was to take turns which 
one talks. Emma also said that when new people came to the cabin, they took possession of 
the space in the cabin and she felt displaced, for example she had to move her belongings out 
of the way. All in all, the social encounters and interactions on the train were important, but 
most of the respondents complained that it was too difficult to make contact. However 
considering my observation, the level of effort to try to communicate without a common 
language and being active influenced how much social interactions the respondents had. 
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Figure 16. Encountering the locals in the second class cabin. 
 
A theme of discussion was also the landscapes and gazing them from the train window. In 
many interviews gazing out of window was mentioned in train activities, but paradoxically in 
nearly every interview the landscapes were seen as boring, and thus gazing landscapes wasn’t 
interesting, especially in the leg between Moscow and Irkutsk. Margaux & Patricia defined 
the landscape even as “Bad, not interesting, sad” in their sketch map, although one important 
reason for train traveling was seeing the landscape change. The respondents thought that the 
landscape would be more variable, but it was mainly forest and the forest element was used in 
some sketch maps too. Some respondents had thought the landscape would change more 
during the journey, although some change was visible. For example Camilla and Matias 
thought that the best part of the trip, regarding to landscapes, was from Irkutsk to Ulaanbaatar. 
Some respondents also compared the landscape to home and found similarities and 
differences, for the Mongolian landscapes reminded Hank of his home Wales. On the other 
hand Emma was very excited about the landscapes and she had the fear of missing something, 
if she slept or was reading. She paid attention in small details (houses, fences etc.) and 
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Figure 17. A collage of travelling across the distance. 
thought stories about them, but sometimes the landscape was even frightening. There was no 
information for example what would lie behind all the Siberian woods you can see from the 
window, and there is only a quick view from the window of the passing landscapes. The 
respondents didn’t know, if the landscape described or supported well the image what they 
had of Russia, except Juho stated “Well doesn’t Russia specifically have forest?”, but Antoine 
and Claire said that the landscape doesn’t give lots of information about Russia.     
 
The railway stations and stops were discussed mainly in five interviews, and in four 
interviews the respondents thought there would be more food vendors in the stations, because 
they had heard/read about them. Besides this the respondents did not have any specific 
opinions or experiences about the railway stations and stops. Hank mentioned that the stops 
and getting out of the train were refreshing. Some images and concepts were also connected 
to the train experience, and for example “prison” was mentioned by Emma and Matias in a 
playful sense.  
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Figure 18. A regular and short stop in a small station in Russia. 
 
The overall experience of train travelling in the Trans-Mongolian railway was seen positive 
and role of the train experience is significant considering motivations and the discussion of 
experiences. Some days had been rougher than others, but none of the respondents had a 
completely awful experience. Nearly all the respondents answered that they enjoyed the train 
experience variably; those who had spent four days in the same train leg (Antoine & Claire, 
Robert and Emma) mentioned that the train journey started to feel long and especially the last 
day in the train was tiring in four-five day legs, except Camilla & Matias and Hank did not 
mention this and mostly they had enjoyed the train experience. Others who spent smaller legs 
(2-3 days) on trains (Juho & Lauri, Thomas, Margaux & Patricia and Jane) didn’t mention 
that the train experiences felt long, but they had variable experiences in the trains too. Yet it 
must be noticed that the interviews were done in different places along the railway, and for 
example Juho & Lauri had just started the trip, so their opinion had not completely formed 
yet. In my opinion the train journey did not feel long, even spending over 86 hours on the 
same train. The train experience evolved along the journey and feelings depended also on 
moments and days. For example Antoine & Claire had described the train journey as a whole 
as “long, tiring, but worth it!” and “4 f****g days!” in their sketch map; from Moscow to 
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Yekaterinburg they saw it as quite poor and Antoine even mentioned that the image of Trans-
Mongolian experience had broken during the trip, and he thought it would be more like the 
Orient Express. Nevertheless the experience turned to better.   
6.5.2. Experiences of the destinations along the route and  
 
All the interviewees, except Thomas, could express one to three main destinations or 
attractions they were expecting the most. The destinations that the respondents were most 
excited about before the trip, besides the actual train experience, were Moscow, Lake Baikal, 
Mongolia (e.g. Nadaam Festival, Mongolian steppe, Khustain Nuruu – lake and Gobi desert) 
and China (especially the Great Wall of China). The other Russian cities weren’t mentioned 
as the most expected destinations/experiences, although those were visited.   
Table 9. The places visited or planned to visit and experiences. 
The places visited or planned to 
visit 
Example expectations and experiences of places 
(interviews and sketch maps) 
Moscow   Sightseeing and historical attractions, encounters with 
Russians, nightlife  
“Okay not great”, “First step in Russia! Nice city and 
strange people”, “Kremlin, Red square, churches, 
popular people and lots of police (stress)”,  
Lake Baikal district Siberian nature and culture 
“Beauty, shaman”, “Wood houses”, “We hate: 
Mosquitos”  
Mongolia  Excursions and trips inside Mongolia, seeing the 
Mongolia country, culture and nature, activities (e.g. 
horse/camel riding) 
 “Nature, spiritual, star gazing, dream”, “Mongolia is so 
nice, BEST”, “What will I eat!”, “I don’t know what to 
expect.”  
Other Russian cities  “Best places were Kazan and Omsk”, Perm: “OMG a 
real Sovjiet city!”, Yekaterinburg: “Two days was 
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enough” Ulan-Ude: “Nothing to do there”  
Beijing and China Sightseeing, culture and attractions 
“Reason: the Wall”, “Explosion, sensation, 
entertainment, busy, culture”, “Nihao! Xie-xie! (and 
noodles)”, “I’m waiting for chaos.”    
 
Discussion of the culture and local people consisted mainly of topics of difficulties with 
communicating with Russian people. The language barrier seemed to be the hardest part, and 
Antoine & Claire mentioned the staring of Russian people. Robert was not very interested 
about Russia, but was positively surprised of the friendliness of Russian people. Camilla & 
Matias said that their perception of the local culture was based on what they saw, only in 
Mongolia they had a local guide, who introduced the traditions and Mongolian culture. All the 
respondents used hostels or low-budget hotels as accommodation in destinations. The most 
important reasons for these choices were the budget and prices, and especially in hostels there 
is the possibility to meet new people and other travelers.  Jane also used the Couchsurfing-
service, which enables staying in the homes of locals for free. In accommodation choices 
concerning the train, Margaux & Patricia especially wanted the 3
rd
 class, because there they 
could meet Russian people.  
 6.6. Environmental concerns and slow tourism as themes 
 
I will present the environmental consciousness in its own theme in these results, although it is 
connected to motivations and perceiving the experience. The participants were asked, if they 
had any environmental reasons why they preferred the train as a transport mode. The answers 
divided merely into three groups; (1) travellers who did not have any environmentally friendly 
motivations in train travelling, (2) travellers who saw the environmental benefit as an extra 
and (3) travellers who started pondering about the subject. In five interviews (Juho & Lauri, 
Antoine & Claire, Thomas, Margaux & Patricia and Emma) the respondents answered that the 
environmental reasons did not affect the motivation to choose train travelling. Some of the 
interviewees were even surprised about the question, especially all four respondents from 
France. Antoine and Claire were very happy to find cheap flights from Ulan-Bator to Beijing 
instead of the train, the couple stated “The plane is faster.” The Finnish boys Juho and Lauri 
noted that they didn’t feel like going back by train to home to Finland. Two of the 
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respondents (Robert and Jane) did not have any intentional environmentally friendly 
motivations, but they saw the environmental benefit of train travelling as extra and were 
content about that. Jane saw that she wanted to use train more in future travelling, but both 
said that doing environmentally friendly transport choices was not the motivation for this 
journey. Hank and Camilla & Matias pondered that it would be good to think more about the 
environmental impacts during travelling. Especially Camilla wanted to say that she chose the 
train for being environmentally friendly, but she felt she cannot say that because she flies a lot 
due to her employment anyway. Matias also criticized the environmental friendliness of 
trains, because still a common fuel used for trains is diesel. Nevertheless they said that train 
travelling can be favored concerning also the environmental benefits.  
As final questions some interviewees were asked, if the term “slow tourism/travel” was 
familiar and how they saw it connecting to the Trans-Mongolian railway journey. First of all, 
the concept and the term slow tourism was not very familiar to the interviewees and for this 
reason it wasn’t discussed in every interview. Camilla & Matias pondered that the Trans-
Mongolian experience could fit in the concept of slow tourism, but Jane pondered that 
because of the time restrictions of visas and hectically changing destinations the trip couldn’t 
be seen as slow travel as whole, however the train travel experience could be slow travel.     
6.7. Sketch map types supporting the significance of travel experience 
 
The sketch maps offered information about perceiving the journey as whole. The maps 
(appendix 1) divided into three drawing types: the simplistic maps mainly with destinations 
and the travel route (Juho & Lauri, Robert, Jane, and Camilla & Matias), the descriptive maps 
which had lots of comments and some drawings (Antoine & Claire, Thomas, Margaux & 
Patricia and Emma) and finally the artistic maps, which included only Hank’s map. The map 
was very artistic and unique compared to others with quite poetic comments and it is the only 
one presenting the journey as a circle. In all maps, excluding the map of Hank, the linear line 
of the railroad was in the main part and the destinations along the railway were presented 
mainly with symbol and a name, and some had descriptions. Some respondents wanted to 
draw the distances and the railroad directions and shapes quite accurately as they perceived it. 
This supports the result, which is seen in the motivations and the experience discussion that 
the value of the train travel experience in the whole tourist experience of Trans-Mongolian 
railway is significant, and even more important than the destinations along the railroad.   
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7. Discussion 
 
Finally, I will discuss my results in the context of the study background and I aim at 
answering the three research questions presented in chapter 3: 
a) What are the travelers’ motivations to travel the Trans-Mongolian railway? Do the 
motivations contain values of slow travel?  
b) How do the tourists of the Trans-Mongolian railway perceive their travel experience 
and how is the experience connected to slow travel?  
c) Is train tourism on the Trans-Mongolian railway a form of slow tourism? 
It found out to be difficult to exclude the motivations of the tourist experience, and also the 
structural model of the tourist experience (Figure 3) proposes the system as a continuum, thus 
I have discussed the motivations and experiences under the slow travel key dimensions.   
7.1. Motivations and tourist experience of the Trans-Mongolian railway travellers within the 
slow travel context 
 
The motivations divided into push- and pull-factor motivations equally among all the 
respondents, but there was a difference in the amounts of single motivations and which 
motivations were the most important ones for the individual respondent. Some specific pull-
factors were mentioned by most of the respondents, and “the actual train travel experience” 
and “the legendary and famous value of the railway” were mentioned in all interviews. These 
motivations were already mentioned by Manner in 2004 and apparently these issues are still 
important for the Trans-Mongolian railway travellers after a decade, and the legendary 
reputation of the Trans-Mongolian railway has not faded away. So, the interviewees shared a 
few major pull-factors common to all respondents, but there were also several pull-factors that 
were mentioned only once, such as the climate or nature. The push-factors divided into more 
various and smaller groups, and each push-factor was mentioned 1-5 times, thus there was not 
a common push-factor motivation connecting all the respondents. It’s good to acknowledge 
also that maybe the push-factors were not discussed as much, because those can be very 
personal reasons for a respondent and sharing them can be difficult in an interview situation.  
Novelty, escape and self-development, which were proposed by Pearce & Lee (2005) to be 
important motivations for the Western travellers, appeared in this research too. The 
“relationship” aspect, which involves for example social interactions with others, was not well 
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presented in respondent motivations, though the social interactions during the journey were 
important. The novelty motivation connects to the motivation to experience and see 
something new. Also the concept of distance links to novelty seeking, because most of the 
respondents mentioning distance as interesting and a motivational factor, associating it with 
the transition to a different culture across the distance. The respondents wanted to travel far, 
because the environment and cultural surroundings is different than in their home 
environment. The self-actualization was important for Jane and Emma, which were 
interestingly the only single women travelers. According to Pearce & Lee (2005) the less 
experienced travellers seek for fulfilling the need of self-actualization, which fits to profile of 
Emma, whereas Jane was an experienced traveller, but they both had a same life situation and 
they were in transition. Nevertheless, it is difficult to make generalized assumptions, because 
there are only two persons sharing this motivation. 
Now I will move on contemplating the connection of the motivations and the experiences in 
the context of the slow travel key dimensions. 
Travel experience and the transport mode 
The most important result concerning the slow travel concept and tourist motivations is the 
value of the travel experience and transport mode, which had an enormous significance for 
travellers. Train was seen as an essential part of this journey and the results definitely support 
the idea of train travel belonging to the group of transport as tourism proposed by Lumsdon 
& Page (2004), and the transport was in the role of “dominator of the experience”. The 
interest in travelling with the train and experiencing the long journey was highly motivating, 
and matters such as seeing the landscape and culture change were mentioned. The train as a 
transport mode was seen as a motivation and journey could not have been succeeded with 
other transport modes.  
Describing and discussing the train travelling and the joys and difficulties being on the road 
were the most popular subjects, comparing to the discussion of the visited cities and other 
destinations. Reviewing the model proposed of the tourist experience (figure 3) it’s difficult to 
say, what is the “travel to destination” in this context? Examining the results it seems that the 
actual railway travelling from Moscow to Beijing with all the destination places along the rail 
is the so-called “destination experience” and the train can be an attraction. This leaves the 
moving from the home environment to Moscow as the “travel to destination”, but reviewing 
for example the sketch maps of the respondents; the movement and transport used to get to 
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Moscow have been well described and noticed, comparing to the homeward-bound. Thus in 
this point of view the travelling from even home to Beijing can be seen as the “destination 
experience”, but it remains sure that the homeward-bound is not an actual part of the 
destination, except for those who were using the railway as a gateway to other continents. 
Anyhow, these results mix up the conception of excluding the travelling to the destination 
from the destination experience, and we can surely re-think, what is the structured tourist 
experience?  
The travel glance was important and the landscape and the changes seen from the train, and it 
was significant in choosing the train as transport mode, in addition the distance travelled was 
seen as an experience too as proposed by Larsen (2013). The travel experience of travellers 
was not only glancing out of the window and being moved through the environment, but the 
interior of the train involved several activities too, which were important for the whole 
experience and the train carriage performed also as a tourist place. The most mentionable 
were the social activities, which involved encountering people, although some independent 
activities such as reading was popular, and which has been a pastime also in the train travel 
history. Somehow it seemed that the persons had learned this fact somewhere and travel 
reading is also a ritualistic and compulsory part in long journeys, because for example 
Camilla & Matias had brought books that they did not actually see as the most interesting. 
Also I brought books thinking that it will part of the experience to read books in the train, but 
eventually I did not even read. All in all, the Trans-Mongolian railway journey is well suited 
to the slow travel concept regarding the dimension of “travel experience and transport mode”.  
Slowness and the value of time 
The dimension of the actual slowness is seen mainly in the push-factor motivations, such as 
escaping the routines of life and self-development. Escaping the hectic pace of our society and 
taking a pause, which might involve introspection, belongs to the concept of slow travel. 
Antoine & Claire and Thomas mentioned the escape from routines, and especially for Thomas 
and Antoine it was important. They were working in well-paid employments (and probably 
stressful places) and Thomas had taken a whole year of to relax and get out of this lifestyle. 
The escaping of routines can also be a motivation for travelling in general and does not only 
refer to Trans-Mongolian railway concept. Antoine was an active traveller and uses most of 
his holidays for travelling abroad, thus probably travelling is his way to relax and escape in 
overall. The slow travel roots to pilgrimage discuss the introspection during travelling, and for 
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Jane and Emma this was an important reason to come to the Trans-Mongolian railway. 
Comparing to the single men travelers, gaining self-confidence or self-development weren’t 
mentioned, and Thomas and Robert were more eager to perform this journey that others 
hadn’t done. Thus it can be noticed that the train travel experience of the Trans-Mongolian 
railway can tempt tourists, who want a total pause of life or want to contemplate their future 
for instance. Nevertheless, these travellers had common with the so-called the backpacker 
plus or flashbackers, because majority of them still had several modern day essentials in 
frequent use, and even an own internet connection. Thus the possible separation from the 
hectic modern life does not happen on the Trans-Mongolian railway for everyone.  
Locality and activities in destination 
The interest in local culture and trying to engage with the place was not seen clearly in the 
motivation results, and the performing and doing the journey was more important. The 
interest in certain countries and culture were mentioned as motivations, but regarding in 
overall it seemed quite a shallow interest, except for Margaux & Patricia and Juho & Lauri, 
who had quite special interest in Russia and Russian culture. On the other hand the interest to 
the locality and culture comes along with the motivation of actual train travel experience. The 
trains used were local trains and the local transport is one way of getting immersed to the 
place and culture according the idea of slow travel. Some of the respondents mentioned that in 
the train it is possible to get to know the local people and culture, and this was expected too. 
Thus the locality key element is also seen mainly in train travel experience motivation. 
Regarding the experience the social activities and encounters in the train and in destinations 
were very important, and those were discussed a lot with the interviewees. Many of the 
participants wanted to meet the local people, though it seemed harsh without the language 
skills. The accommodation supported also slightly the immersion to the place, and at least the 
interviewees did not stay in big international hotel chains, without any contact to the locals. 
Also in Mongolia the homestays in gers was very popular in the excursions.    
The environmental consciousness  
The environmental consciousness and acting environmentally friendly weren’t apparently 
highly important for the respondents. The very honest answers concerning the environmental 
aspect was surprising and it was interesting to notice how little this was bothering the 
travellers. Only few respondents seemed to feel a little bit of “embarrassment” to explain why 
they fly for example and some experienced even a small enlightenment that probably they 
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could think about the environmental aspect more in travelling. The respondents resembled the 
so-called “soft slow travelers” presented in chapter 2 and the travel experience was more 
important than the environmental reasons of using the train. The travellers wanted the use 
train as a transport mode, because of the experience. The routes from home to Beijing 
displayed in figure 10 visualize that several transport modes are used to achieve the first point 
of the journey Moscow, and the majority used the airplane to come there. Also the way back 
involved using an airplane for every respondent, thus the journey is certainly not low carbon, 
although none of the respondents tried to claim that. Although the train is seen as low carbon, 
some of the vehicles seemed very old and working with diesel. In slow travel “travelling 
shorter distance and staying longer”, did not happen among these travellers. Most of them 
travelled nearly 10 000 km in a rather short time, such as two to three weeks. Thus in my 
opinion the Trans-Mongolian railway does not appreciate the most sustainable or 
environmentally friendly values of tourism, and in this sense I would not connect it to slow 
travel concept.   
The spontaneity  
The spontaneity and flexibility were not common issues among the travellers on the Trans-
Mongolian railway, and the change of travel plans or thinking of changing plans was not 
common. Garder’s (2009) proposed “seeking out for the unexpected” was not mentioned in 
the interviews in any context. Any spontaneous factors weren’t seen in the motivations as 
itself, and it seems to be more connected to the experience of the tourists. There existed 
several restrictions for just taking time and forgetting the schedule, and the most crucial one 
was the travelling visas, especially in Russia. Among most of the respondents the journey 
from Moscow to Beijing had been well planned beforehand, but some of the respondents had 
a more flexible plan after Beijing, if they continued the travel. Some respondents wanted to 
have well planned trip, for example because Russia was seen as a country where it probably 
seemed easier to travel with a plan. The train as a transport mode was not ideal for 
spontaneity and mainly respondents did not divert far away from the railroad. Comparing to 
cycling or car-based travelling, the railroad does not give many choices and the transport 
mode is tied to the railroad itself. Also only a few travellers had a totally independent journey, 
thus some reservations for trains and other plans were made a long time ago. Jane and Robert 
were probably the most “spontaneous” travellers and they had not made an extremely strict 
timetable. This is not the only train travel form seen as inflexible, because for example on 
“Interrail” the travellers must do seat reservations to trains.      
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Thus the answer to the research question a, what are the motivations and how the motivations 
and the slow travel concept meet, is that the dimension of “travel experience and transport 
mode” is very significant both in the motivations of the Trans-Mongolian railway travellers 
and slow travel concept. Nevertheless, the other dimensions: slowness and the value of time, 
locality, environmental consciousness and spontaneity are not directly involved to the 
motivations. The dimension of slowness was connected on the behalf of the escape 
motivation, and locality on the behalf of the “interest in a specific country” and “experience 
and see something new” motivations. The Trans-Mongolian travellers did not have 
environmental motivations. All in all, the motivations had were diffent push- and pull-factors, 
connecting to the common Western traveller motivations.  
The answer to the research question b, how the tourist experience is connected to slow travel 
concept, had similar answers as the question a. The experience has been quite thoroughly 
discussed in the results and discussion; the travel experience and transport mode were highly 
important regarding the whole tourist experience and this is connected to slow travel too. The 
slowness and value of time is seen in the actual train travelling, when the conception of time 
is lost and the train travelling is used for relaxation. Again environmental consciousness is not 
highly promoted and is not a relevant factor for the experience. The spontaneity in the 
experience and travelling was difficult to accomplish, because of railroad limits and other 
restrictions. In overall the experience consisted of the planning part, the travel part and 
destinations along the railway, but the travel part and destination experience could be as 
continuous part. 
7.2. Train travel and slow travel  
The third and final research question “Is train tourism on the Trans-Mongolian railway a 
form of slow tourism?” brings up the overall discussion and evaluation how well the slow 
travel values and key dimensions meet the motivations and experience of travellers on the 
Trans-Mongolian railway. The literature has keenly suggested that train travel and tourism are 
modes of slow tourism (e.g. Dickinson et al. 2011, Lumsdon & Dickinson 2010), but now 
when the concept is brought very close to examine the perception of individual travellers 
there lies several issues to consider. There can be discovered some uniform elements and 
some factors that do not respond at all the slow travel concept. It was clear that none of the 
respondents labelled themselves as “slow tourists” and no one had intentional motivations for 
performing “a slow travel – trip”. Also tourists with high interest in environment or a slow 
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life type were not met during this fieldwork. This was something that was surprising and I 
would have expected also “hard slow travellers”, but probably those exist only marginally and 
not among train tourists. 
An issue that was not connected to the slow travel concept, is the need of self-esteem in 
Maslow’s hierarchy (1943), and this need is fed for example by receiving respect from others, 
and the travel career ladder proposes “special interest tours” and “hard adventure tours” in 
this need category. Important motivation were “to travel somewhere others haven’t” or “a 
journey on a travel list-to-do”, which connect to the need of self-esteem. Especially Robert 
mentioned that he will enjoy, when his friends are amazed about his trip, and probably his 
train travel motivation was connected to the need of self-esteem. Urry and Larsen (2011) 
argue that travelling is nowadays a status question, and everyone is not able to access this 
journey. The self-actualization comes in the top of need hierarchy and it means personal 
fulfillment and the need for spontaneity. After achieving the other needs, the self-actualization 
comes finally and e.g. other basic needs are fulfilled. The travel career ladder in the category 
proposes for example “lifelong dream vacations” or “meditation retreats”. Especially the more 
experienced travelers had the motivations that the Trans-Mongolian journey has to be 
performed and it was a long-term dream, thus similarities were found. Many of the needs in 
top of the hierarchy work as motivations, which also reflect the modern day tourist. All in all 
the motivations link to each other and the push and pull motivations can also be overlapping. 
The pull-motivations might include the push-factor issues, for example the train is a device to 
get respect from friends or it can be a way to engage to the local culture, so there can exist 
some hidden values behind “the actual train travel as an attraction” motivation.  
The Trans-Mongolian railway was stated over and over as “legendary”, but the respondents 
did not answer why it is legendary for them. Probably this subject would contain themes to 
support a completely new study, but probably the destination image formation process is the 
answer to this. People have the so-called of flood of information in their heads, which they 
have accomplished in a long period by the autonomous agents, representations of art and “the 
word of mouth” and “hand of mouse”. Finally somehow the image of the Trans-Mongolian 
railway has formed and it is difficult to explain accurately how the idea was born. Again the 
actually tourism promoting did not seem to have influenced on the image so much of the 
Trans-Mongolian railway. 
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Train tourism seems to be for some parts slow travel, and answers partly the current definition 
of slow travel in this case of Trans-Mongolian railway. The clearest connection was the 
essential role of the train travel experience and transport mode being an attraction, which was 
in common with slow travel. The slow philosophy is mainly seen in a slow pace travelling 
and escaping the tedious modern day rhythm. The actual train experience was seen also as 
slow and the time lost its meaning, while travelling through Siberia’s several time zones and 
being in the train for days doing nothing special. But the environmental consciousness and 
spontaneity aspects have to be excluded of the Trans-Mongolian experience at least for now 
and in this case. Environmental consciousness and spontaneity in the train tourism should be 
examined more, and especially in the slow travel context. In the literature train tourism is 
strongly tied to the low carbon transport idea and as a green choice of transport, but for 
example the indirect impacts (like travelling by other modes to get to the actual desired train) 
and the tourist perceptions of environmental consciousness are not well recognized.  All in all, 
travelling on the Trans-Mongolian railway was not “taking it slow” in every aspect. 
 
8. Final conclusions and the future 
 
Looking back on the very first question presented in this thesis introduction, I’m now 
encouraged to argue that there exists several answers that me and the participants of this 
research would share with that Swedish man. It is significant to notice that the slow travel 
demands changes in the tourist behavior and rethinking the tourist experience, and it is 
essential to questionize very basic questions, such as the “Why would I use a train, if I can 
fly?”. Some may think that appreciating the slowness and returning back to basics means that 
we will go back in development and stop, and if we can do something more conveniently, 
faster and in an easier way then we should just do it, and not questionize it. But in my opinion 
and after learning of this study and the data collected, the travellers still have a need to seek 
for the unknown and travel by means that are not necessary the easiest. It is true that most of 
the difficult situations and confusing encounters while travelling stay in our minds as 
unforgettable memories later on, and the most common stories of the interviewees involved 
situations with language barriers, tough train carriage hosts and the efforts of communicating 
with others. But apparently it had been worth it. The quality of the tourist experience should 
be revitalized, but using means supporting sustainable tourism. Rethinking the travel 
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experience again is a good start and valuing the holiday experience in total, beginning from 
the home door. 
If this research would be repeated, I would seriously re-consider how some methods are 
implemented. 13 interviewees in 9 interviews is a suitable amount for qualitative research, but 
the interviews would have probably given even more information, if the interview 
environment would have been calmer and the data collection not so hectic. Probably 
interviews with separating the couples and friends would have brought some more 
information from the more silent half. This research and the data collected gave me lots of 
ideas of tourism geography research and unfortunately I could not include everything to my 
thesis. Even now the subject has been quite massive discussing the whole tourist experience 
in a research area of three countries and nearly 8000 km. The slow travel and tourism research 
could involve more qualitative case studies in the future, and the motivations for choosing 
different transport modes could be examined more. Lumsdon & Page (2004) state that the life 
cycle for example influences on the transport mode chosen, but in this research the 
motivations were mainly general motivations for travelling. This study was also a study about 
leisure tourism and young western travellers, and the participants shared many similar 
personal characteristics. Whereupon, in the future, studies of slow travel and train tourism 
could involve travellers having a different cultural background for instance, because train 
tourism exists extensively around the world. Observing the other travellers in Siberia, with 
whom I did not have the chance to conduct an interview, I noticed lots of older aged travellers 
and usually I heard that they were travelling the Trans-Siberian railway, thus a different age 
group could bring a different angle for the research.    
In conclusion, this thesis brought up diverse information about the leisure travel and train 
tourism on the Trans-Mongolian railway. The train tourism is partly a form of slow tourism 
regarding the travellers’ motivations and experience of appreciating the actual travel 
experience and transport mode. Appreciating slowness and locality dimensions were 
recognized partly in the Trans-Mongolian travellers, but the environmental consciousness and 
the aspect of spontaneity on train travelling were not discovered. Nevertheless, it is not 
possible to give a generalized answer to, if all train tourism is slow tourism, because I’m 
regarding only one form of train travelling, a long train journey. As mentioned before, train 
travel has various forms from luxurious train travel packages to travelling as tourist on a rural 
train in India. There exists heritage rails and Interrail – rail passes, and these are all different 
kinds of train travelling. Probably train tourism for example within one country with smaller 
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distances could fit better to the concept of slow tourism.  It has to be still emphasized that this 
is a case study and tied to certain place, group of travellers and time. The experiences and 
motivations in my opinion are individual and subjective, although the common motivations 
could be identified from the previous literature, and even still reflected to Maslow’s (1943) 
work of needs. Anyhow these are motivations and experiences of young western travellers 
and especially suited for long train journeys, as the Trans-Mongolian railway.  
The slow tourism is still niche tourism and the recognition of this phenomenon is not obvious 
among tourists. Probably strict definitions for the so-called “slow tourist” - type and in overall 
the slow tourism - typology are difficult to discover, because already this study has showed 
that there are contradictions between train tourism and slow tourism in general, and the 
literature nearly proposes train tourism as a self-evident form of slow tourism. The slow travel 
demands changes in the tourist behavior and rethinking the tourist experience. It offers the 
change of thinking the journey as an integral and highly essential part of the tourist 
experience, as in the case of the Trans-Mongolian railway.  
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Appendix1: The sketch-maps numbered by interviews.  
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Appendix 2: The interview questions draft 
 
This is the tentative draft of the interviews, which was modified depending on the interests of 
the interviewees and the researcher. The order of the questions was variable and this draft 
functioned mainly as a checklist for the researcher.   
 
1. Background questions: 
- Age/Gender/Nationality/Occupation/Travel company 
 
- Travel history: Is the interviewee an experienced traveller or a beginner? Is this the 
first ”big” journey or has the interviewee travelled in distance places before? Is the 
interviewee used to travelling by train?  
 
2. The map drawing process 
During this phase many background questions, explanations about the map, travel plan 
and destination experience questions were asked. 
 
- Can you draw a map of your journey. The map can include the route you are 
travelling, which destinations you have visited/will visit and the transport modes you 
have used. The map can be drawed in the style and technique you wish, and it can 
contain pictures and comments, if you wish. It is your personal image of your own 
journey.  
 
Travel experience and motivation 
- Why did you want to travel the Trans-Mongolian railway? 
- Why did you choose to travel by train? 
- Why did you want to travel so far? 
- Why did you want to do a  
- How have you spend your time in the train? What kind of activities/experiences have 
you had? 
- Do you have any opinions about the landscapes seen from the train? What kind of 
picture of the country does the landscape seen from the train window give you? Does 
it meet your imagination of Russia/Mongolia/China? 
- Have you enjoyed the time in the train?  
- What do you think about the train services? 
- What do you think about the stations and the stops to the stations? 
- What does the concept of Trans-Siberian/Mongolian railway mean to you?  
- How did you originally get interested about travelling the Trans-Mongolian railway? 
- Have you seen movies, read books or heard stories about the Trans-
Siberian/Mongolian travel experience? 
- Do you enjoy the feeling of ”being on the road”? 
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Travel planning/Spontaneity 
- Did/Do you have some specific destinations during this trip? (Is the train one of your 
main destinations?)  
- Did you get to know with the destinations/trip in advance?  
- Did you practice you language skills or learn new languages for the journey? Do you 
speak russian?  
- List five things you wish to see or experience during this journey  
- Which destinations are you looking forward the most?  
- How well did you plan your trip? Was there a specific reason you wanted to plan 
well/not to plan at all?  
- Have you made/Will you make any quick or spontaneous changes in your travel plan?  
- Have you experienced any suprising situations so far?  
 
Locality & experiences 
- Have you met other travellers or the local people in the train? Have you tried to 
communicate with other people than your travel company? 
- Have you had other social connections during your trip (for example in the hostels 
etc.)? Would you like to meet more people?   
- Where have you stayed during your possible stops? Which kind of accommodation 
have you used and why?  
- What kind of experiences you had in your so far destinations?  
- How long are you staying in these possible destinations during this trip?  
- Is there are specific reason why you choce this train cabin class?  
 
Slowness and value of time  
Did you stress before the trip? 
Do you feel that this kind of (slow) travelling is relaxing? What is your personal goal in this 
trip? 
Do you think that our society is nowadays too hectic and stressful, and what is purpose of 
travelling in your life? 
(Or has the journey been stressful? Why?)  
Do you enjoy /prefer long trips with lot’s of travelling time? 
Do you think you will save time travelling by train? 
 
 
Environmental concioussness 
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- Did you choose to travel by train, because it’s environmentally more friendly than 
flying? (Is the environmental benefit a motivation for your journey?) 
- What kind of transport will you be using during this trip? How will you return home?  
- Do you normally prefer train travelling (or other possibilities) instead of flying?  
- Have you heard about the term ”slow tourism”?  
 
 
 
